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Dear Sir or Madam:
This letter is an administrative appeal under the Freedom of Information Act, regarding a
FOIA request submitted on July 16, 2013, which the National Security Agency (NSA) broadly
interpreted as a request for all information related to the approach, landing, or crash, of an
aircraft that occurred during 17 -18 September 1961 in or around Ndola, Northern Rhodesia,
as well as any information relating to activity related to the flight preceding the incident or of the
search for wreckage in the vicinity of Ndola, Northern Rhodesia following the incident.
Chief FOIA/ PA Officer Pamela N. Phillips' response letter dated August 20, 2013, (Exhibit
1) stated there are two NSA records responsive to my request and that both records were
currently and properly classified under Executive Order 13526 as TOP SECRET because their
disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to the national
security (FOIA exemption (b) (1). Ms. Phillips cited E.O. 13526, Subparagraph( c) of Section
1.4 and Section 1.2; the automatic declassification exemption E.O. 13526, Section 3.3 (b) (1)
(3) and (8); and FOIA exemption (b) (3) - protection from disclosure by statute, and that no
portion of the information is reasonably segregable, citing Title 18 U.S. Code 798; Title 50 U.S.
Code 3024 (i), and Section 6, Public Law 86-36 (Title 50 U.S. Code 3605, formerly Title 50 U.S.
Code 402 note.)
Thank you for broadly interpreting my request for information and for locating two
responsive NSA documents. A third document located by the NSA was referred to another

agency for review.

I am appealing the denial decision on the grounds that (1) the release of two NSA
documents from the early 1960s can no longer "reasonably be expected to cause exceptionally
grave damage to the national security that that the original classification authority is able to

identify or describe." And (2) that the release of these two documents cannot possibly impair
the effectiveness of communications information (COMINT) or Cryptologic systems currently in

use or contemplated for the future, or impair national security emergency preparedness plans or
An independent non-governmental research institute and library located at the George Washington University,
the Archive collects and publishes declassified documents obtained through the Freedom of Information Act.
Publication royalties and tax-deductible contributions through The National Security Archive Fund, Inc. underwrite the Archive's
budget.

reveal any current vulnerabilities of systems. And (3) that under E.O. 13526, Section 3.3. (h)
which states "Not later than 3 years from the effective date of this order [2009], all records
exempted from automatic declassification under paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section shall be
automatically declassified on December 31 of a year that is no more than 50 years from the
date of the origin. The Order exemptions (A) require claiming there was a confidential human
source or human intelligence source that was utilized in 1961 and / or (B) that key design

concepts of weapons of mass destruction are applicable, neither of which appear relevant.
As the attached exhibits prove, the NSA has declassified and released numerous Top Secret
and Secret documents from the 1950s and 1960s on NSA and Army Security Agency cryptology
systems, and actual intercepts, and specific information on intercept stations' locations and
station staff names and positions. The attached documents were deemed releasable and
segregability was applied to them. There is even an exhibit on radio intercepts during the early
1960s on display at the National Museum of Cryptology titled "Vietnam War Cryptologic
Activities 1961 -1975" (Exhibit 2). These declassified and released NSA and Army Security
Agency documents allowed historians to produce more accurate information about the important
work of the NSA in its early years and inform the general public. That goal was a chief reason
given by the NSA in 2005 and 2006 when it released the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin Signals
Intelligence reports (Exhibit 3).
Any NSA documents or portions of them that provide insight to the events surrounding the
plane crash occurring on 17 -18 September 1961 that killed U.N. Secretary General Dag
Hammarskjold qualify for public interest release. The world will commend the NSA for releasing
documents that might help bring closure to Hammarskjold's untimely death. The numerous
newspaper and electronic articles that appeared in early September 2013 are proof that
tremendous worldwide public interest remains in the 1961 death of Dag Hammarskjold, an
event that occurred 52 years ago.
The attached documents are available on university databases, including the Digital
National Security Archive (DNSA) and Declassified Documents Reference System (DDRS);
other documents are published on our website, www.nsarchive.org and on the website of the
National Security Agency, www.nsa.gov
Exhibits 3 to 8:
Declassified Documents re Intercepts, on Intercept Stations, and Cryptologic History
3)

Gulf of Tonkin Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) Reports and Related Command and
Technical Messages -1964 - Released by the NSA in 2005 and 2006 because, `The
Gulf of Tonkin incident, like others in our nation's history, has become the center of

considerable controversy and debate. It is not NSA's intention to prove or disprove any
one set of conclusions, many of which can be drawn from a thorough review of this
material. Instead, through these public releases, we intend to make as much information
as possible available for the many scholars, historians, academia, and members of the
general public who find interest in analyzing the information and forming their own

conclusions. Source: www.nsa.gov
4) MIL Region HQs. Right Bank, in High Message Activity 3 August 1964

one page; Secret Kimbo; origin National Security Agency Source: DNSA

5) Spanish-Speaking Pilot Noted in Czechoslovak Air Activity at Trencin, 17 January [1
Feb 61 ] one page; Secret Kimbo; origin National Security Agency Source: DNSA

6) Scheduled Arrival Initial Element Radio Squadron Mobile Iraklion Early March [Feb. 2
1954] One page; Top Secret; origin Department of State (re setting up listening station
on Crete) Source: DNSA
7) U.S. Army Security Agency Annual Historical Summary Fiscal Year 1962. Top Secret
Excised Copy Originally classified as Top Secret and released in excised form
Source: DNSA
8) A History of U.S. Communications Security (The David G. Boak Lectures) National
Security Agency. Fort George G. Mead. Maryland 20755. Revised July 1973 declassified and approved for release on 12-10-2008. Sources: DDRS and
www.nsa.gov

If applicable, please consider the January 21, 2009 FOIA memorandum by President
Obama that stated "The Government should not keep information confidential merely because
public officials might be embarrassed by disclosure, because errors and failures might be
revealed, or because of abstract or speculative fears."
In conclusion, I refer to the NSA current website posting titled "They Served In Silence - The
Story of a Cryptologic Hero SSG Edwin H. SazaChacon, USA" that begins with a quote from
Dag Hammarskjold, a person admired by the NSA. The quote not only describes SSG
SazaChacon but also the life and death of Dag Hammarskjold: "A man who had become what
he could and what he was---Ready at any moment to gather everything into one simple
sacrifice." hftp://www.nsa.gov/aboutLfiles/memorial-wall/dazachacon.pdf
Please review the two documents while giving due regard to the above information, and
reconsider releasing them, or. at a minimum release all reasonably segregable information.

Thank you for your attention to this appeal.

Sincerely yours,

Mary Curry,
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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE
FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, MARYLAND 20755-6000

FOIA Case: 73358A
20 August 2013

The National Security Archive
ATTN: Ms. Mary Curry
The George Washington University
Gelman Library, Suite 701
2130 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
Dear Ms. Curry:
This further responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of
16 July 2013, which was received by this office on 19 July 2013, for information
relating to an incident occurring on the night of 17-18 September 1961 near
Ndola, Northern Rhodesia. We have broadly interpreted your request to be for any
information related to the approach, landing, or crash, of an aircraft that occurred
during 17-18 September 1961 in or around Ndola, Northern Rhodesia, as well as
any information relating to activity related to the flight preceding the incident or of
the search for wreckage in the vicinity of Ndola, Northern Rhodesia following the
incident. We have interpreted it broadly in order to enable a more thorough
search.
As stated in our initial letter dated 23 July 2013, your request has been
assigned Case Number 73358. There is certain information relating to this
processing about which the FOIA and applicable Department of Defense (DOD)
and NSA/CSS regulations require we inform you. For purposes of this request
and based on the information you provided in your letter, you are considered a
representative of the media. Unless you qualify for a fee waiver or reduction, you
must pay for duplication in excess of the first 100 pages. There are no assessable

fees for this request'.
We have completed our search for records responsive to your request and

three records relating to the incident were located within that timeframe. These
three documents have been processed under the FOIA. Two of the documents
responsive to your request have been reviewed by this Agency as required by the

FOIA and have been found to be currently and properly classified in accordance
with Executive Order 13526. These documents meet the criteria for classification
as set forth in Subparagraph (c) of Section 1.4 and remain classified TOP SECRET
as provided in Section 1.2 of Executive Order 13526. The documents are

FOIA Case: 73358
classified because their disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause
exceptionally grave damage to the national security. 'The information is exempt

from automatic declassification in accordance with Section 3.3(b)(1), (3), and (8) of
E.O. 13526. Because the documents axe currently and properly classified, they
are exempt from disclosure pursuant to the first exemption of the FOIA (5 U.S.C.
Section 552(b)(1)).

In addition, this Agency is authorized by various statutes to protect certain
information concerning its activities. We have determined that such information
exists in these documents. Accordingly, those portions are exempt from
disclosure pursuant to the third exemption of the FOIA which provides for the
withholding of information specifically protected from disclosure by statute. The
specific statutes applicable in this case are Title 18 U.S. Code 798; Title 50 U.S.
Code 3024(1) (formerly Title 50 U.S. Code 403-1(i)); and Section 6, Public Law 8636 (50 U.S. Code 3605, formerly 50 U.S. Code 402 note). No portion of the
information is reasonably segregable.
The Initial Denial Authority for NSA information is the Associate Director for
Policy and Records, David J. Sherman. Since information responsive to your

request has been denied, you are hereby advised of this Agency's appeal
procedures. Any person notified of an adverse determination may file an appeal to
the NSA/CSS Freedom of Information Act Appeal Authority. The appeal must be
postmarked no later than 60 calendar days after the date of the initial denial. The
appeal shall be in writing addressed to the NSA/CSS FOIA Appeal Authority (DJ4),
National Security Agency, 9800 Savage Road STE 6248, Fort George G. Meade,
MD 20755-6248. 'The appeal shall reference the initial denial of access and shall
contain, in sufficient detail and particularity, the grounds upon which the
requester believes release of the information is required. The NSA/CSS FOIA
Appeal Authority will endeavor to respond to the appeal within 20 working days

after receipt, absent any unusual circumstances.
Please be advised that one of the records responsive to your request
originated with another government agency. Because we are unable to make
determinations as to the releasability of the other agency's information, the
subject document has been referred to the appropriate agency for review and
direct response to you.
Sincerely,

PAMELA N. PHILLIPS
Chief

FOIA/ PA Office

The National Security Archive
The George Washington'University
Gelman Library, Suite 701

Phone: 202/9947000
Fax: 202/9947005

2130 H Street, N.W.

nsarchiv@gwu.edu

Washington, D.C. 20037

www.nsarchive.org

Tuesday, July 16, 2013

FOIA/PA Services - DC34
9800 Savage Road STE 6248
Ft. George G. Meade, MD 207556248
Re: Request under the FOIA, in reply refer to Archive#

2013054ONSA006

Dear NSA FOIA/PA Officer:

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), I hereby request the following:
Please search for any recording or transcription of radio traffic intercepted or received by the
National Security Agency at its Cyprus station or at any other station, on the night ofSeptember 17th

to September 18th, 1961, appearing to relate to one aircraft firing upon another. And for any radio
message intercepted or received by the National Security Agency between 2130 Greenwich Alean Dine
on September 17th, 1961 and 0030 on September 18th, 1961, concerning the approach or landing of
an aircraft at Ndola, Northern Rhodesia. If radio recordings cannot be searched, please search
fi-oin Septemmer 15th to September 30th, 1961, for any reports, inenioranda, or other correspondence
about the airplane that carried UNSecretary General Dag Hammarskjold from Leopoldville in the

Congo to Ndola in Northern Rhodesia and on or about September 16 - 18, 1961 and the crash that
caused his death on or about that date.
Erpedited processing is requested because the inaterials are needed to assist a conunission in the UK

that is gathering evidence on whether a new offlcial inquiry should be made into the death ofDag
Haminarskjold.

If you regard any of these documents as potentially exempt from the FOIA's disclosure requirements, I
request that you nonetheless exercise your discretion to disclose them. As the FOIA requires, please
release all reasonably segregable non exempt portions of documents. To permit me to reach an intelligent
and informed decision whether or not to file an administrative appeal of any denied material, please
describe any withheld records (or portions thereof) and explain the basis for your exemption claims.
As a representative of the news media, the National Security Archive qualifies for "representative of the
news media" status under 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II) and, therefore, may not be charged search
and review fees. (See National Security Archive v. U.S. Department ofDefense, 880 F.2d 1381 (D.C.
Cir. 1989), cert denied, 110 S Ct. 1478 (1990)). This request is made as part of a scholarly and news
research project that is intended for publication and is not for commercial use. For details on the
Archive's research and extensive publication activities please see our website at www.nsarchive.org.

An Independent non-govemmentai research Institute and library located at the George Washington University, the Archive collects

To expedite the release of the requested documents, please disclose them on an interim basis as they
become available to you, without waiting until all the documents have been processed. Please notify me
before incurring any photocopying costs over $100. If you have any questions regarding the identity of
the records, their location, the scope of the request or any other matters, please call me at (202) 994-7000
or email me at foiamail@gwu.edu. I look forward to receiving your response within the twenty day
statutory time period.
Sincerely yours,

An Independent non-governmental research Institute and library located at the George Washington University, the Archive collects
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National Cryptologic Museum - NSA/CSS
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Vietnam War Exhibit
N

Cryptologic Involvement In Vietnam began in the earliest days of the conflict. Servicemen
arrived in the early 1960s to provide support and training to the South Vietnamese. Their
efforts were not without difficulties.
Numerous fixed field sites in Vietnam conducted both strategic and tactical collection
missions as well as radio direction finding (DF) In fact, it was on a DF mission that the U.S.
Army lost one of its first soldiers in Vietnam, SPC4 James Davis, in 1961. By 1966, the
fixed sites were also doing border surveillance and infiltration Interdiction along the
Vietnam-Laos-Cambodia border. The Army Security Agency, the cryptologic branch of the
Army, used a wide variety of aircraft as well to conduct aerial reconnaissance missions.

~;.

Three Army crews lost their lives while conducting aerial signals intelligence missions in Southeast Asia.
The U.S. Navy also began its surveillance as early as 1962, conducting shore, shipborne and aerial reconnaissance. By 1964, the
missions included "all-source intelligence." They photographed items of interest on the coast and monitored coastal radar activity to
provide information on Viet Cong supply routes. In August 1964, the attacks on the U.S.S. Maddox and Turner Joy were the first
open conflicts between the U.S. and the North Vietnamese forces. The Vietnam War began.
Throughout the war, all military services' cryptologic elements took part in providing tactical and strategic information to military
commanders. Information derived from signals and electronic intelligence flowed quickly back to the commanders in the field. The
National Security Agency also sent civilians to Vietnam to assist with the effort. They worked side by side with their military
counterparts and the South Vietnamese. Those stationed at NSA in the United States worked around-the-clock processing,
translating, and forwarding this vital intelligence.
Back to Top

http://www.nsa.gov/aboutlcryptologic heritage/museumlvirttial tour/museum tour text.sh... 9/18/2013
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NxnONAL SECURITY AGENCY / C ENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE
Defending (her tvution. Securing lbe Future.

Gulf of Tonkin Index - 11/30/2005 and 05/30/2006
On 30 November 2005, the National Security Agency (NSA) released the first installment of previously classified information
regarding the Vietnam era, specifically the Gulf of Tonkin incident. This release includes a variety of articles, chronologies of
events, oral history Interviews, signals intelligence (SIGINT) reports and translations, and other related memoranda.
On 30 May 2006, NSA released the second and final Installment of Gulf of Tonkin materials. This final release includes
additional articles, chronologies of events, oral history interviews, and other related memoranda.
The opinions expressed within the documents in both releases are those of the authors and individuals interviewed. They do
not necessarily represent the official views of the National Security Agency.
The Gulf of Tonkin incident, like others in our nation's history, has become the center of considerable controversy and debate.
It is not NSA's intention to prove or disprove any one set of conclusions, many of which can be drawn from a thorough review
of this material. Instead, through these public releases, we intend to make as much Information as possible available for the
many scholars, historians, academia, and members of the general public who find interest in analyzing the information and
forming their own conclusions.
Release Contents
• Chronologies of Events
• Miscellaneous Memoranda and Notes
Material relating to proposed "History of Southeast Asia" article by NSA Historian William Gerhard, circa 1972
• Articles
• Oral History Interviews
• Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) Reports (R) and Translations (T) Mar 64 - Oct 64
• Related Command and Technical Messages from 02 Aug 64 to 26 Aug 64:

Please Note: These historical documents are PDF Images of formerly classified carbon paper and reports that have been declassified. Due to the
age and poor quality of some of the PDF Images, a screen reader may not be able to process the Images Into word documents. In accordance with
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, individuals may request that the government provide auxiliary aids or services to ensure
effective communication of the substance of the documents. For such requests, please contact the Public Affairs Office at 301-688-6524.

http://www.nsa.gov/public-info/declass/gulf
http://www.nsa.gov/public info/declass/gulf of tonkin/index.shtml
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Related Command and Technical Messages
from 02 Aug 64 to 26 Aug 64 - Release 1
Release 1

Release 2

1. From DIRNSA 8205/241-64; 020302Z Aug (64.7KB PDF)
2. From DIRNSA B205/242-64; 020429Z Aug (31.8KB PDF)
3. From CTG 72.1; 020531Z Aug (35.OKB PDF)
4. From USN-27 Critic; 020716Z Aug (44.6KB PDF)
5. From CTG 72.1; 020807Z Aug (16.7KB PDF)
6. From CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE; 020808Z Aug (21.6KB PDF)
7. From CTG 72.1; 020829Z Aug (37.3KB PDF)
8. From DIRNSA B205/243-64; 020947Z Aug (81.5KB PDF)
9. From CTG 72.1; 020949Z Aug (60.2K6 PDF)
10. From CINCPACFLT; 020919Z (25.6K6 PDF)
11. From CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE; 021008Z Aug (59.2KB PDF)
12. From DIRNSA B205/244-64; 0211242 Aug (47.2KB PDF)
13. From CINCPACFLT; 021226Z (53.4K13 PDF)
14.. From CTU 72.1.2; 021443Z Aug (70.6KB PDF)
15. From DIRNSA B205/245; 021615Z Aug (97.5KB PDF)
16. From CTU 72.1.2; 022330Z Aug (23.6KB PDF)
17. From CfU 72.1; 030745Z Aug (24.OKB PDF)
18. From CTU 72.1.2; 031546Z Aug (30.7KB PDF)
19. From DIRNSA B205/251/64; 040028Z Aug (149KB PDF)
20. From USN 414T; 041115Z Aug (15.3KB PDF)
21. From CTU 77.1.2; 041240Z Aug (18.4KB PDF)
22. From CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE; 041336Z Aug (15.5K6 PDF)
23. From CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE; 041400Z Aug (35.8K13 PDF)
24. From CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE; 041434Z Aug (36.9KB PDF)
25. From CTG 72.1; 041442Z Aug (11.6KB PDF)
26. From To CINCPACFLT; 041452Z Aug (14.5K8 PDF)
27. From CTG 72.1; 041515Z Aug (19.8K6 PDF)
28. From JCS; DTG not avail (44.7KB PDF)
29. From CINCPAC; 041547Z (16.8KB PDF)
30. From CINCPAC; 041554Z (17.7KB PDF)
31. From CINCPAC; 041607Z Aug (16.5K13 PDF)
32. From NAVCOMMSTA.PHIL; 041616Z Aug (14.9KB PDF)
33. From CINCPAC; 041718Z Aug (16.7KB PDF)
34. From CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE; 041732Z Aug (44.OKB PDF)
35. From

To AIG 181; 041754Z Aug (32.5KB PDF)

36. From CINCPACFLT; 042014Z Aug (46.OKB PDF)

http://www.nsa.gov/public_info/declass/gulf of tonkin/command msgs l.shtml
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Gulf of Tonkin Related Command and Technical Messages - NSA/CSS
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37. From CINCPAC; 042035Z Aug (35.OKB PDF)
38. From CTU 77.12; 042158Z Aug (246KB PDF)
39. From CINCPAC; 042227Z Aug (19.6KB PDF)
40. From JCS; 050124Z Aug (75.7KB PDF)
41. From CINCPAC; 050424Z Aug (85.OKB PDF)
42. From CINCPAC; 050445Z Aug (86.6KB PDF)
43. From DIRNSA P055-238; 050735Z Aug (56.OKB PDF)
44. From NSA F42/7580; 051025Z Aug (119KB PDF)
45. From CINCPACFLT; 051219Z Aug (74.2KB PDF)
46. From JCS; 051553Z Aug (35.8KB PDF)
47. From JCS; 052303Z Aug (90.7KB PDF)
48. From CINCPAC; 0603472 Aug (14.4KB PDF)
49. From DIRNSA B205/258-64; 070118Z Aug (65.1KB PDF)
50. From USN-467N; 070615Z Aug (36.5KB PDF)
51. From HQ NSAPAC F403/2280; 080105Z Aug (44.7KB PDF)
52. From DIRNSA B205/270; 130413Z Aug (68.9KB PDF)
53. From Site Protected To DIRNSA; 140704Z Aug (54.9KB PDF)
54. From DIRNSA to USN-27, DIR/219; 142135Z Aug (85.9KB PDF)
55. From USN-467N to DIRNSA; 150515Z Aug (30.2KB PDF)
56. From DIRNSA 826/361/64; 192024Z Aug (143KB PDF)
57. From NSAPAC REP VIETNAM F46/2637; 200100Z Aug (37.7KB PDF)
58. From HQ NSAPAC F403/2 47; 262020Z Aug (49.5KB PDF)
59. From HQ NSAPAC; 110020Z Sep (77.9KB PDF)

II

Please Note: These historical documents are PDF images of formerly classified carbon paper and reports that have been declassified. Due to the
age and poor quality of some of the PDF Images, a screen reader may riot be able to process the images into word documents. In accordance with
Section 504 o f th e Re h a b{Iit a ti or) A c t o f 197 3, as amen d ed, Individuals may request that the government provide auxiliary aids or services to ensure

effective communication of the substance of the documents. For such requests, please contact the Public Affairs Office at 301-688-6524.
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From NSA Headquarters, Ft. Meade, MD (DIRNSA)
Release 1
1. 3/0/VHN/RO1-64; 04 Aug 64 (125KB PDF)
2. 3/0/VHN/R02-64; 060102Z Aug (99.9K13 PDF)
3. 3/0/VHN/R03-64; 061604Z Aug (248KB PDF)
4. 3/0/VHN/R04-64; dated 06 Aug 64 (60.1KB PDF)
5. 3/0/VHN/R05-64; 072100Z Aug (55.4KB PDF)
6. 3/0/

/R15-64; 021628Z (32.6KB PDF)

7. 3/0/ /R18-64; 042052Z Aug (30.6KB PDF)
8. 2/0/VHN/R03-64; dated 08 Jun 64 (35.4KB PDF)
9. 2/0/VHN/R06-64; (96.6KB PDF)
10. 2/0/VHN/Rll-64; dated 03 Sep 64 (101KB PDF)
11. 2/0/VHN/TOl-64; 021943Z Mar (32.OKB PDF)
12. 2/0/VHN/T10-64; (29.7KB PDF)
13. 2/0/VHN/Til-64; 061656Z Aug (38.0K13 PDF)
14. 2/0/VHN/T20-64; 301636Z Sep (65.OKB PDF)

ii Please Note: These historical documents are PDF images of formerly classified carbon paper and reports that have been declassified. Due to the
3
age and poor quality of some of the PDF images, a screen reader may not be able to process the images into word documents. In accordance with

Section 504 or the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, individuals may request that the government provide auxiliary aids or services to ensure
effective communication of the substance of the documents. For such requests, please contact the Public Affairs Office, at 301-688-6524.

http://www.nsa.gov/public-info/declass/gulf of tonkin/sigint_reports/rell_nsa hq.shtml

10/18/2013
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HN01320
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Number:
Origin:

United States. Army. Army Security Agency.
Intercept Site. USM-6267 (Phu Bai, South Vietnam)

To:

Golf Eleven/Alfa

Location of
Original:

Available [Online]: http://www.nsa.gov/public_info/d
eclass/gulf of tonkin/index.shtml. National Security
Agency Gulf of Tonkin Index--November 30, 2005 an

d May 30, 2006
Subjects:

Desoto Patrols Signals intelligence I Vietnam
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Abstract:

Notes messages sent from North Vietnamese military
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patrol.

Full Text:
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INTRODUCTION

i
(U) This is the seventeenth rear of the US Army Security Afi%ary.
To those concerned with day-today operations, this report of proYresa
t
i

and major accomplishment is submitted.

i

J#NW Noteworthy during this period (1 July 1961 - 30 June 1962) is
autgpentation of the Agency's signal intelligence effort in South Vietnam

~

and the introduction of a USASA elmwnt in Thailand

f

i

the Agency's units had a remarkably active rear.
Many important technical achievements were realized of value to the
national cryptologic community.
woo~

f any one thing is to be remembered for this fiscal year, it

is the technical experiment in airborne direction finding
This COHIPrT technique, developed by Agency personnel, was Instrumental in providing
It was just prior to this improve
". nt in tactical Dr capability that an ASA Haan became the first US Army

casualty of the war in South Vietnam.
(U) This historical summary highlights the principal developments
of import to continuous coverage of the Agency's progress in fulfilling
its mission.

0

iii

U
G''

i

f

.Y

ADMINISTRATIVE HInHLIGHTS

COMMAND

Chief, USASA -- Mal Cyan William H. Breckinridge, USA, 017210
(1 Jul 60-30 Hay 62)
Brig Gen Orman G. Charles, USA, 029954 (Acting)
(1 Jun 62-30 sun 62)
7eauty Chief, USASA - Brig Gen Orman G. Charles, USA, 029954
Chief of Staff, USASA - Lt Col Keene N. Wilson, GS, 01290864 (Acting)
(1 Jul 61-25 Sep 61)
Col Robert T. Valker, CS, 031368

(25 Sep 61-30 Jun 62)
Chief, USASAEUR - Col Robert E. Schukraft, SigC, 018744
(1 Jul 61-30 Nov 61)
Col James H. Keller, Inf. 021871 (1 Dec 61-30 Jun 62)
chief, USASAPAC - Col George A. C,odding, Inf, 040794
Chief, USASAAL - Lt Col Ben 3. McKibben, Jr., AS(Inf), 01319304
(1 Jul PI-11 Jul 61)
Lt Col Norman 3. Rolle-, Inf, 07971S
Chief, USASACARIB - Lt Col Chester 4. Tuckerman, AS(Armor), 01825992

ORGANIZATION

Headquarters, USASA remained located at Arlington Hall Station,
Arlington, Va during the period under review.

Organization of head-

quarters alone vertical command structure lines continued; however, among
headquarters components, the following changes occurred:
1. Office of the ELSEC Officer (Co=unications and ELSEC
Division) was discontinued effective 31 Jul 61. Functions were transferred to-ACofS, e:3 and designated as SiP,nal Security Division, 1 Aug 61.
2.

Machine Processing? Division (Data Processing) was trans-

ferred frons ACofS, Developments to AWS, G3, I Feb 62.
3.

USASA Support Element, ?.SA was redesignated U>ASA, Fort Meade,

I Son 61.

1

5 UQC

v~^

k. USASA Liaison Group, Fort Meade was organisad, A Jul 61;
discontinued, 1 Sep 61.

5.

LENS-1 was redesignated A-l, 15 Dec 61; discontinued, 1 Apr 62.

6. Office of the Assista t to the Chief, USASA Fort Meade was
discontinued, 1 Jul 61. Operational Control Officer discontinued, 1 Jul 61.
7.

USASA Manpower Control Board, ACofS, C1 was discontinued,

1 Feb 62.

PERSONNEL
of 1 Jul 61, actual strength of the Agency (world-wide) was
IWOfficers.MWO, and ~ EM.

DA Civilians to include graded,

ungraded and local nationals stood atjW

Aggregate total:

3y 30 Jun 62, assigned strength had adjusted to
ancJ1111W.u.

Officers, 248 WOO

DA Civilian strength, all categories, totaled im

Aggregate total:

Due to the sensitivity of duties involved. a
personnel investigations were initiated;ISMaecurity

total of

clearances were granted.

Clearances denied or revoked totaled W
UNITS

SQ7 AS

of 1 Jul 61, there was a total of 63 TD units.

there were 80 TD units (exclusive of STRAF).

On 30 Jun 62,

In the Continental United

States, three Agency TD units were redesignated, seven were organized, and
three were discontinued.

In addition, four TOSE units were activated.

(U) Seriousness of the Berlin situation, in the summer of 1961,
prompted the call to active duty of the following AS-USAR units:
325th USASA Battalion
324th USASA Battalion
197th USASA Company (Op A)
2

06 5

ELECTRONIC POSITIONS - WORLD-WIDE

62
let~. qtr,
FY
r
r
COKINT - Installed
Kanned
96M

ELINT

£Y r
62
4th ^Qtr,
w

•iw

0

- Installed
Manned

10

h1 /rr

IN

SICSEC - Installed
Manned

S12<

COMC-4

- Installed

!tanned

TARGET EXPLOITATION

This information was obtained
Drimarily through clandestine collection techniques not employed by other
elements of USASA.

Aware of the valuable contribution made by TAM and

its future needs, Chief of Staff, USASA authorized an increase in personnel
of 23 spaces.

940W

In February 1962, the US intelligence comwmity under the

direction of CIA„ established the Caribbean Admissions Center s: Opalocka,
Florida.

The mission of the center was to screen and interrogate all Cuban

refugees and defectors arriving in the United States.

USASA TAM partici-

potion in the canter commenced in March 1962, as Operation DIM VIEW.
Y"P

A TAREX detachment was established in Saigon, South Vietnam

in December 1961 to support USASA operations in Southeast Asia.

Arrange-

meets were made with the SOOth Intelligence Corps Group Headquarters in
Japan to asstgm a TAREX officer to the 500th's detachment in Saigon.

Major

3

~s~

S- USC 552 N ;3}

accomplishment o' this unit was detailed interrogation of s Viet Cong
signal officer and reaultinc reports which were appraised as being >,sast
valuable by NSA.

Erection of the Berlin Wall in August 1961 had pronounced effect
upon TAREX collection

Prior to the wall, many exploitable operational leads and projects were
neglected by collateral'agencies, including TAREX, due to heavy reliance
on the wealth of information obtained from defectors and refugees.

After

the wall, proiects were coordinated between DCSI USAREUR, USASAE, and the
513th Intelligence Corps Group to obtain data frog sources heretofore
neglected.

Despite the erecticn of the wall, TAREX, Europe collected

5,969 more reports during rY 1962 than FY 1961.

TRAINING

W"'A total of ~peracnnel graduated frogs the USASA Training
Center and School.

In effect, 118% of programed active Array input and

104% of prosgra=med active Array output were obtained.

At the US Army.

Language School, Monterey, California, the actual input was
which exceeded the programed input by JS

4

A breakdown follows:

students

1 ~•• 1

552 !'..

Input (Programwed)

Language

Input (Actual)
t

Chinese-Korean
Russian
Satellite

Others
Total

I

l/L

J;ief USASA CONUS units participated in 12 field training DA/USCONARCdirected exercises.

Additionally, USASA units supported various types of
I

exercises in overseas US Arsay com:aands.

Exercises participated In were

I
I

as follows:
EXERCISE

TYPE

DATE

LOCATION

SUPPORT UNIT

SWIFT STRIKE

F"i'X

5-25 Aug 61

317th USASA Sn

SEA WALL

M

10-24 Sep 61

North i South
Carolina Areas
Pint Sound, Wash

DEVIL SPREAD

F'TX

6-27 Oct 61

Germany, Norway,
Sardinia

TRAIL BREAK

FTX

3-17 Dec 61

Coup Drum, NY

RED HILLS
GREAT BEAR
BANYAN TREE
III

FTX
M

24 Jan-4 reb 62
12-21 reb 62

Fart Bragg, NC

507th USASA Gp
320th USASA Bn
102d USASA Dot
317th USASA Bn
317th USASA Bn
USASAAL

F'TX

17 reb-4 Mar 62

Panama

BRISTY.6 CONE

FTX

7-13 Mar 62

TRACK DOWN
QUICK KICK
LOGEX 62
IRON DRAGON
MESA DFVE

FTX
CPX
LOGEX
FTX
FTX

1-15 Apr 62
19 Apr-11 May 62
26 Apr-12 Hay 62
1-15 Nay 62
7-21 Kay 62

Camp Irwin,
Calif
Fart Hood, Tex

CLEAR LAKE

FTX

25 May-10 Jul 62

Alaska

Camp Lejeune, NC
tort Lse, Va

Fort Polk, La
'Yakima Firing
Center, Wash
Eglin AB, Fla

317th USASA Bn

I

I

f'

U.'ASACARIB
317th USASA Bn
317th USASA Bn
317th
317th
317th
317th
327th

USASA
USASA
USASA
USASA
USASA

Bn
Bn
Bn
Bn
Bn

313th ASA Bn

(U) USASA participation'in exercises during the year continued to

provido excellent training, for USASA personnel and units.

Reaction of

unit commanders to USASA support was very favormble and fn each case, the
support rendered was well accepted and requested for..fu*vre `exercises.
5

C. 0

5

35C 5~2

.~, ,w.ti

I

USASA exercise objectives for the year were successfully attained.
(U) The Chief of Staff approved the establishment of a ,Lwrtsav
laboratory program within USASA to provide a means for linguistic personnel to maintain language proficiency.

Laboratories ware scheduled to be

set up zit USASA Training Center and School; Arlington Hall Station; Two
Pock :Ranch Station; USASA, Europe (2); and USASA, Pacific.
(U) Annual active duty training for AS-USAR was conducted at the
following places:

Camp Drum, ttY; Port Bragg, NC; and Fort George G.

Meade, Md.
BUDGET - rY 1962
okplolt

the start of the year, the Annual runding Program (AFP) was
On the basis of considerable increases in

established at

;mission taskin; and of unprogrammed requirements for mobilization of
Reserve units, the establishment of Special rorces units, and support of
Southeast Asia operations, the Agency requested and obtained funding

increases of over i

The revised AFP araaunted to

with an obligation rate of 99.85$.

.There were no major ry 2962 unfinanced

requirements at the end of the year.

Total procurement in the amount of
during the fiscal year.

as effected

This included oootractual services and equipmnt,

progra=ed and unproRrasxaed.

Unprogrammaed procurements amounted to

Of this amm-ount s,

as for USASA equipment; $33,069

for oontractual services; ands

as for Signal Corps support.

Programmed procuremeent of

consisted o

for USA^sA

equipmeent and $2,958,069 for contractual services.
6
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Xiquipeent fn the amount of 41111IMas furnished contractors,
principally to the Electronic Defense Laboratories for Project PROFERr;
to the American Electronic Laboratories for Project SILVER LANCE= and to
Northeastern Engineers for installation kits for MCT-88 positions.

r

SASA construction ryas budgeted S3,S00,000 for the year.

$2,600,000 was progra=md for execution during. FY 1962.

Funded Military

Construction-Army (MCA) for USASA requirements completed during the year
vas $40800,000.

At the end of the year, MCA projects under construction

totaled $11,600,000.

40eSuring the 2d quarter, three USASA Reserve snits were ordered to
active duty. necessitating redistribution of equipment frogs the 317th
USASA Battaliom and other CONUS units.
units

were

accounts.

Equipment requirements for these

also met from assets available free: USASA controlled Signal

Funds made available to these units included:

the 32Sth USASA Battalion and the 197th USASA Company, and

for
60~ for

the 324th and 317th USASA Battalions.

7
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FIELD ACTIVITIES AND OPERATIONS

CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
recapitulation of USASA units In CONUS during period 1 Jul. 61 30 Jun 62, follows:
TOE UNITS
UNIT DESIGNATION

LOCATION

REMARKS

303d ASA Battalion (Corps)

Camp Wolters, Tax

Act eft 15 Jun 62.

Company A (Div Spt)(Armd) Fort Carson, Colo

Act off 25 Jun 62.

Company B (Div Spt)(Inf)

Fort Banning, Ga

Act 25 Jun 62.

313th ASA Battalion (Corps)

Fort Bragg, NC

Act off 25 Kay 62.

Company A (Div Spt)(Abn)

Fort Bragg, NC

Act off 25 ?say 62.

Company B (Div Spt)(Abn)

Fort Bragg, NC

Act eff 25 May 62.

Company C (Div Spt)(Inf)

TRRS, Petaluma,

Act off 25 Nay 62.

Calif
Company D (Div Spt)(Armd) Fort Hood, Tex

Act off 25 May 62.

326th ASA Company (Op A)

Fort Bragg, HC

Act off 25 Kay 62.

330th ASA Company (Op A)

Camp Wolters, Tex

Act off 25 Jun 62.

TD UNITS
Headquarters, USASA

AHS, Arlington, Va

USASA Board

AHS, Arlington, Va

US Army Garrison, AHS

Arlington, Va

7` ;GR;,L'
~• ~iPdC LASSIFIED
-1 ~.,
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1995
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USASA, Fort Meade

,Fort George G.
Meade, Md

Redasig frow USASA
Support Eloaont, NSA
off I Sep 61.

USASA Liaison Croup,

Fort George G.
Meade, Hd

Disc off I Sep 61.

Fort Meade

9
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TD UHITS

UNIT DESIGNATION
USA Element, NSA

LOCATION

REMARKS

Fort George G. Meade,

Hd
1st USASA Field Station

Vint Hill Farus
Station, Warrenton, Va

~
I
i

USASA Special Projects
Unit

V11FS, Warrenton, Va

I

USASA Supply and Mainte-

VHFS, Warrenton, Va

i

I

nance Center
80th USASA Special
Operations Unit

Ist Operations Det

i

V4FS, Warrenton, Va
Fort BragR , HC

!

Org eff 15 Aug 61.
Moved to Ft Bragg on
19 Oct 61. Disc eff
I Feb 62.

i

I

I

Fort Buckner,

Okinawa
2d Operations Bet

Fort Brap,2, NC

3d operations Det

Bad To1z, Germany

4th Operations Det

Fort Brapg, NC

(Org eff 15 Aug 61.
(Disc eff 1 Feb 62.
(
(
(

Fort Buckner,
Okinawa

Org eff 1 Feb 62.

401st USASA Special
Operations Det (Abn)

Fort BraRR, NC

Org eff I Fab 62.

402d USASA Special
Operations Det (Abn)

Bad Tolz, termany

Org eff 1 Feb 62.

403d USASA Special
Operations Det (Abn)

Fort Bragg, HC

Org eff 1 Feb 62.

Fort George C.

OrR eff 20 Jan 62,

400th USASA Special

Operations Dot (Abn)

410th USASA Special

Operations Unit

`Meade, Md

composed of Hq; Ist

Det; E 2d Det.
2d USASA Field Station

TRP.S, Petaluma, Calif
9
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TD UNITS
UNIT DESIGNATION

LOCATION

USASA Training Center
and School

Fort Devens, Mass

317th USASA Battalion
(Corps)

Fort Bragg, HC

Disc off 24 May 62;
pers asgd to 313th ASA
Bn (Corps).

Fort Bragg, HC

Disc off

TRRS, Petaluma,
Calif

Disc off 24 Kay 62.

Company B (Div Spt)(Abn)

Fort Bragg, HC

Disc off 24 May 62.

Corr.pany C (Div Spt) (Abn)

Fort Bragg, KC

Disc tiff 24 May 62.

Commany D (Div Spt)(Inf)

TRRS, Petaluma,

Disc off 24 May 62.

Company A (Op A)

Operations Platoon
(Special)

PZMARKS

24 May 62.

Calif
Company E (Div

Spt)(_InF)

Fort Huachuca, Ariz-

Disc off 24 May 62.

374th USASA Battalion

Fort Devens, Mass

AS-USAR unit called to
active duty. Mobilized
3 Oct 61.

325th USASA Battalion

Fort Devens, Kass

AS-USAR unit called to
active duty. Mobilized
IS Oct 61.

197th USASA Company

Fort Devens, Hass

AS-USAR emit called to
active duty. Mobilized
15 Oct 61.

52d USASA Special Operations Fort Ruachuca, Ariz
Comand

Dot A, 52d USASA Sp

Radesig from USASA
Operational Center off
23 May 62.

Fort Huachuca, Ariz

Org eff 23 Mar 62.

White Sands Missile

Disc off 23 Maur 62.
Pars reasgd to Det A,

Op Comd
100th USASA Security Det

Ranpe, NNex

52d USASA Sp Op Cood.

10
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TD UNITS
UNIT DESIGNATION

LOCATION

31st USASA Ln Det

Governors Island, NY

32d USASA Ln Dot

Fort George G. Meade.
Nd

33d USASA Ln Det

Fort McPherson, Ga

34th USASA Ln Dot

Fart Sam Houston, Tax

35th USASA Ln Dot

Chicago, Ill

36th USASA Ln Det

Presidio of San
Francisco, CaLif

REMARKS

USASA Personnel Procurement
E Processing Detachments:
Fort Dix, NJ
Fort Jackson, SC

Fort Leonard Wood, Mo
Fort C}rd, Calif

Actual strengths for CONUS at the beginning of the fiscal year
were WOff, WuO, and = EN for a total of MW

Hy 30 Jun 62,

these figures had adjusted toawOff.66;70, end~EN, a total of
9 813.
(U) US Army Garrison, Arlington Hall Station, Arlington. Virginia
provided support to Headquarters, USASA and other assigned or attached

units located on post.

Tenant units included the folloringi

US Army Signal Communications Security Agency
US Array Signal Intelligence Agency
US Array Strategic Comunications Command
US Array Transportation Intelligence Apencv
126th Transportation Pet

11
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a USC 6.

US Army Ordnance Intelligence Agency
9Sth Ordnance Det
US Army Chemical Corps Intelligence Agency
US Array Medical Information and Intelligence Agency
Elements of USAF ACofS Intelligence
Armed Forces Technical Information Agency
Technical Intelligence Field Agency

lst USASA rield Station

(U) One of the more important functions or the lat USASA Operations
Cce"ny was to

conducr

indoctrination tours and present briefings on the

operations to various high level Army and Department of Defense personnel

and certain foreign dignitaries.

Forty-two such tours and briefings were

conducted during the report period.
2d

'ASA Field Station

12

i
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S2d USASA Special Operations Co=and
('rZie S2d USASA Special Operations Co=and field tested and evaluated
systems to determine capabilities and limitations, and recomended employ-

vent in USASA operations or for adoption by other elevents of the US Amy.
The eosm-and's FY 1962 operating program consisted of 30 projects continued
from FY 1961, and 33 now projects. rY 1962.

In addition to EISEC s+onitoring

and analysis activity at Fort Huachuca, the cc=nand furnished transmission
security vmmltoring. analysis, reporting and advisory services to White

Sands missile Rsnge (KSMR) as requested.

Sixteen COMSEC aonitoring positions

were in operation at HSMR during the year.
i
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317th USASA Battalion

(U) On 24 May 62 the 317th USASA Battalion was discontinued and,
effective 25 Nay 62. the 313th ASA Battalion, a TOE unit, was activated.

The mission continued to be support of the XVIII Airborne Corps and attached
units, and naintaininp, a state of operational readiness in support of any

STRAC force.
I

14
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EUROPE

Hq USASA, Europe

Sth USASA
FS

13th USASA
FS

USASA Turkey/
15th USASAFS i

507th USASA Gp
(Fld Army)

320th USASA
Bn (CPS)

Co A, 320th
USASA Bn (Ops)

600th USASA
Co

Co B, 320th

USASA Bn (Ops)

I
318th USASA
Bn (Corps)

I_
319th USASAI
Bn (Corps)

I

182d USASA
Ops Co (A)

I
183d USASA
Ops Co (A)

184th USASA
Ops Co (A)

olonel Robert E. Schukraft, Si RC, 018744, was Chief, USASA,
Euro:+e from 1 Jul 61 to 30 Nov 61.

5 USC 552 (b) C

Colonel Jams H. Keller, Zaf, 0219719

Ew~32

~wj ; is

assumed eomand, 1 Dec 610 and remained as Chief, USASA, Europe through the
end of the fiscal

is

~~~
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USASA, Europe provided direct support to us

Arrays Europe.

Sub-

ordinate elements provided support as follows:
S22port*d Unit

USASA Wt

Seventh US Army
V US Army Corps
VII US Army Corps
USA Southern European Task Force
Hq USAREUR t USASA Sp Forces
(less USACOMZ£UR)
103d USASA Sety DetHq USACOMZ£UR
Hq US European Command
USASA Gp (Fld Army)
USASA Bn (Corps)
USASA Bn (C ff"
USASA Co
102d USASA Scr Det

507th
319th
318th
600th

Organizational changes during, the year treat as follows:
1.

Effective 10 Jan 62, }!q USASA, Turkey relieved frogs
assignment to Hq USASA and assigned Hq USASA, Europe;
discontinued effective 1 Mar 62.

2.

180th and 181st USASA Company's discontinued effective
11 Sop 61; Company's A and B. 320th USASA Bn organised
concurrently.

3.

Effective IS Sep 61, 276th USASA Company redesignated
Sth USASA Fid Sta.

4.

Organized effective 15 Sep 61:
25th USASA Operations Co
USAG, Manzarali Station (Disc eff 26 filar 62)
Sth USASA Operations Co
USAG, Diogenes Station (Disc off 26 Mar 62)
USAG, Kagnex Station (Disc eff 15 Jun 62)

5.

402d USASA Special Operations Detachment (Abn) organized
effective 2 Feb 62.

6.

Hq, 15th USASA /Fld Sta redesi jrated Hq, USASA Turkay/
15th USASA Fld STS, effective 1 Mar 62.

7.

USAC,, Henuith Hill Station discontinued effective IS May 62,,
15
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MANPOWER AND rIRANCES
Assigned strength figures for USASA. Europe, rY 1962, follows:
Officers - WO

CM

DA Civ

Zadla noes

1 Jul 61
30 Jun 62

Personnel problems, predominantly "rational, were- shortage of
linguists. and analytical personnel; critical shortage

%raan

of radio o;,erators, NOS 053; lack of qualified maintenance personnel for
SICSEC equipment under field conditions.

Personnel problem, general in

nature, were the revocation of 4mecurity clearances and the shortage of
clerical personnel.
i

l"

E

USASA, Europe rundinR and Obligattonst

Annual
runding Program

Percent
Obligated

UnobliQated

Obligated

100%
TRAINrnG

P5 The USASA, Europe training program was conducted in accordance
with directives from Hq USASA and Hq USASA, Europe.

In addition to unit

training. courases at USAREUR and Seventh US Array Schools vets utilized to
meat local traininR requirements.

All emergency and contingency plans of

USASA, Europe units were reviewed and revised ass necessary during FY 19621,
and all major unit: had up-to-date emergency plans that were regularly
rehearsed.

The concept of conducting field and coasnand poet exercises was

changed fraa large scale exercises such as WIIRTERSHIELD II to battle group
or smaller unit exercises called at irregular intervals.
17
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CONSEC:
COHSEC support was furnished Seventh US Array during the following

exercises:

U

1. _Ur'Coasmunications Exercise HIGHPOLE - Support furnished
Included intercept of 10th Special Forces Group's transmissions.
2. _MS Unconventional warfare communications Exercise SPARKPUJCC - Tested communications of Special Forces operational detachments.

Difficulty was experienced in receiving signals from distant Special
Forces tea.=.
3.

~ CPX CHECKMATE - Tasted the fragmented command post

concept.
4.
communications

Operation EYEBALL - Tested Seventh US Army air-ground

air request nets.
a/n~d~
5. 4F(
CPX GRAND SLAM I - Tested fragiaented command post

concept.
6.

W FTX MTREADY II - A Berlin Battle Group exercise, con-

ducted in rrumwald rarest. Berlin from 18-24 Oct 61.
used mobile equipment assigned the unit.

Monitoring coverage

7. ttY DSVILSPREAD - A 10th Special Forces Group communications
exercise, conducted at Bremerhaven, C-ermany frogs 2-22 Oct 61, using
mobile radio and tel*type positions.
8. ACS ROAD30UND XII - A non-combatant evacuation order and
relocation of non-tact ical units exercise, conducted frog 2-9 Apr 62,
Monitoring of KP snits was provided by an HRGZ-3 position at Pirmasens,
Germany.

9. 9 FIERY CROSS - A 10th Special Forces Group communications
exercise conducted from: 29 Nay-2 Jun 62. Monitoring coverage used fixed
radio positions and mobile RLBZ positions located at Mannheim, Germany.

ELSEC:
~ELSEC support was furnished two battalions of the lst US Array

M{ssile Comnand, Southern European Task Force durinE M.

KING NEPTUNE II.

The objectives of the mission were to determine signal strength of spurious

REGRADED UNWSIMED
ON AUG 1
BY CDP USAIN'S012 F011PO
RUTH Para 1-603 DOG 5200.1P
i
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radiations emanating from non-communications electronics twitters= and
to tent terrain conditions similar to those which normally exist between
firing batteries and possible foreign electronic intercept sites.
(*Results of the mission weret

1.

Frequencies of the missile guidance radars and transponders had to be considered compromised.

2.

Hon-co=unications emitters associated with the weapons
system provided targeting data.

3.

Control of missiles by firing, elements could be rendered
useless by hostile communications countereaeasurea.

4.

Various phases of the operations could be determined by
hostile intercept

5.

agencies.

Specific types of emitters could be identified by analysis
of signals intercepted.

24
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PACIFIC

~~~~x~ X01 t~j
Hq USASA, Pacific

9th USASA

FS

i

1

T!~

12th USASA
_ FS
j

I

L,

14th USASA
FS

USASA Comm
Unit (J)

I

I

82d USASA '
SOU

Blst USASA

SOU

1

83d USASA
s ov

51st USASA
SOC
I

400th USASA !
SOD

104th USASA
.
Scty Det

4.

177th USASA E
Op Co (A)

321st USASA
Bn (Corps)

X.

76th USASA

508th USASA Gp
(Fld Army)

' 226th USASA
Op Co (C)

Col Gtorga A. Godding, 040790# Inf, commanded USASAq Pacific

durin; F7 1962

~

OrFtanizational changes during the rear were as fonoval
f

28
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1.

US Army Element,
Okinawa o aniz d

off 7 Aug 61; redesignats

sff
25 Sep 61; discontinued, off I Feb 52.
2.

Organized effective 20 Sep 61:
14th USASA Operations Company
Hq & Svc Co, 14th USASAFS (Disc off I Jun 62)
9th USASA Operations Company
Hq E Svc Co, 9th USASAFS (Disc off I Jun 62)

i

82d USASA Special Operations Unit
3.

Organized effective 24 Sep 61:

llth USASA Operations,Company
12th USASA Operations Company
USAG, Kuma Station
3d USASA Operations Company
USAG, Torsi Station (Redesig as Hcp S Svc.Co,
51st USASA SOC, off 1 Jun 62)

4.

Organized:
51st USASA Special Operations Command (14 Jul 61)
400th USASA Special Operations Detachment (1-Feb 62)
33d USASA Special Operations tMit (15 May 62)

5.

Discontinued:
400th USASA Operations Unit (Prov)(20 Sep 61)
3d USASA Field Station (24 Sep 61)

MANPOWER AND FINANCES
.,dstrength figures for USASA, Pacific, FY 1962, follow:

I Jul
0

WO

.M

1961
Civ

Total

-07f

30 June 1962
EM -CIV Tot-al

WO

r

Auth
Actual

~2') USASA, Pacific Funding and Obligations:
Annual
Funding Program

.

,
Obligations

Percent
Obligated
99.89%
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TRAINING
(U) Training was conducted in accordance with directives from Hq.
USASA

and USASAPAC.

training program.

Testing of all emergency plans was included in the

In addition, exercises were developed to measure unit
i

combat effectiveness in certain situations.

Special courses were given

in theater schools to increase capabilities in the various fields of
activity.

Instructors and instructions were constantly,svper'vised to

insure the highest degree of training possible.

i
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COMS EC:
(S) The COMSEC mission of USASAPAC was to assist the supported cmwands in achieving the xwwixuz degree of transmission, cryptographic, and
physical security.

Kission was accomplished through scultoring and analy-

sis.
.

1 The three main types of support missions were:
1.

General - Routine sonitoring of all, units in supported
comand.

2.

Special - Special purpose requested by supported G2, S2,
Signal Officer, higher USASA headquarters,, or within
supported USASA unit itself.

3.

Search - A continuous monitoring on certain bands to
discover new target frequencies. ,

Ajll~hrouphout Korea, CONSEC mcaitor personnel performed daily support
missions on all types of communications systems.

Although only a small

nercentare of ail transmissions were monitored, this support enabled analysts

to evaluate the status of transmission security for each cowhand supported.
'!he final transmission security analysis report, on COMSEC support
urovided the USASAPAC North Dr get during April 1962, showed no significant
discrepancies.

However, on a requested vulnerability study of the JOC-AGL

Kanparoo Net, it was found that operators were continually giving

tion in the clear.

infvrmat-

't'his net,was designed to provide close air support

during times of Korean hostilities, and unless protected by encryption
devices, it would give enemy analysts little trouble determining what type,
when, ane where, strike missions would occur.

Use of OPCODES or crypto-

graphic devices were recommended.

3S

098 _

5' USG 552 (b) ~3}
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ELSEC s

S*ELSEC Branch, tiq

USASAPAC devoted most of its effort to develop-

lent of ELSEC policies, procedures, and doctrine.

During the year, a new

operational directive was published to provide a flexible and realistic
tasking requirement.

However, because of shortages in programed personnel

and equipment, subordinate units could not provide effective ELSEC support.
Three £LSEC missions were conducted in Korea utilizing MEW
Results proved inconclusive since only

equipment an a timesharing basis.

a limited tine was diverted frog f~to ELSEC.

In addition, no realistic

electromagnetic radiation studies could be made without proper equipment.
XWhile working on ways to provide the supported commands and
USASA

units with realistic and worthwhile ELSEC support, the ELSEC Branch

pained insight into the problem by performing maj) locator projects, through
the use of emitter listings and by developing a card file registry system,
which would provide the EIwEC neophyte with mediate and useful informa-

tion on the different typos of nosy-communications emitters.

M
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

WHITE BIRCH

In Vietnam, standard US Army
vas utilized on a number of f[IMPP scissions with limited accuracy.

(1~ Before the and of the fiscal year, modification of th
was underway to improve its effectiveness against the type of tarRet encountered in South Vietnam.

Tice use of a ~~antanna system vas

552
5 ~yS,

(p) t31

SA3ERTOOTI1 I
/SABERTOOTH I was organized as an instructional team to provide

training for the Army Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) persc=*1

Regular courses of instruction began on 4 Sap 62.

operational requirements within the ARVN Signal Command, it was necessary
to release aev*ral students prior to graduation.

The second formal

course

of instruction began 4 December

^~

domw

Again , because of operational necessity, ARVH requested an early
graduation
At the request of AM Signal Comsand , 75 students
attended additional courses
OW
LL
major problem which directly affected the input of ANN
1POIThe

1 01

-

2

q-. ' I- )'*,

a&P65C (C)

personnel for SABERTOOTH I training. was the difficulty in obtaining
clearances for proposed students.

security

This vas due to sensitivity of COMINT

operations and infiltration of the Viet Cong into South Vietnam,

Althoueh

AIM selected 120 wen, none vsre cleared during the period, a Feb-10 Jun 62.
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ALASKA

Hq USASA, Alaska

Hq Co
USASA, Alaska

79th USASA SOUi

Lt Col Ban B. McKibben, Jr., 01319304, AS(Inf),, cosemded USASA,
Alaska from I Jul 61 through 11 Jul 61.

U Col Norman B. Rolle, 0797159

Inf, assumed coacmd, 12 Jul 61.
(U) Hq Cc, USASA, Alaska vas organized effective 19 Jan 62.
MANPOWER
Assigned strangth figures for USASA, Alaska, FY 19620 follows
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CAR IBBEAN

ttq USASA, Caribbean.
Fort Clayton, CZ '

Intelligence Branch
Chiva Chiva, CZ

(U) Lt Col Chester V. Tuckersan, 01825992, AS(Armor), cxsoanded
USASA, Caribbean during the period tender

review.

Hq, USASACARZ3 was

.relocated frem Fort Kobbe, CZ to Fort Clayton, CZ on 6 Doe 51.
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AFRICA

4TH{ USASA FIELD STATION, ASMARA, ETHIOPIA

(U) Colonel William C. Newman. 0354474, AIS, camanded the station
during FY 1962. and was directly reapeaaible to the Chief, USASA.
(U) 'Ilse station was organised to include a Headquarters Company,
4th USASA Operations Company, 4th USASA Guard Company and Medical Detach-

want, US Army Hospital..
Maen=r

(U) Assigned strength figures for FY 1962 follow:
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OPF-RATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

On 15 Jut2_ '61, following- the installation of the
equipment,-the station'werit over to-the CRITICOM system.
51
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new CRITICOM

On 28 Kay 62, an

acceptance teat of the equipment was made.

Recommendations were made to

the US Army Strategic Communications Command that the site be accepted
without exception.
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RECAPITULATION
USASA,`MUR`0PE=UNITS

WIT DESIGNATION

LOCA'T'ION

Hq USASA, Europe

Frankfurt, Gerssany

507th USASA Group (Field Army)

Baumboldar, Germany

318th USASA Battalions (Corps)

Herzogenaurach, Gervumy

319th USASA Battalion (Corps)

Rothwesten, Germany

320th. USASA Battaion

Bad Aibling, Germany

Company A

Bad AiblinF, Germany

Company B

Bad Aibling, Germany

182d USASA Operations Company (A)

Herzogenaurarh, Germany

1834 USASA Operations Co+aaany (A)

Fierzogenaurach, Germany

184th USASA Operations Coc-many (A)

Rothwesten, Germany

251st USASA Processinr Company

Frankfurt. Germanv
(Moved from Baumh older. Germany
6 Mar 62)

600th USASA Company

Vicenza, Italy

77th USASA Special Operations Unit

Frankfurt, Germany

78th USASA Special Operations Unit

Berlin, Germany

2d Detachment, 410th USASA Special
Frankfurt, Germany

Operations Unit
102d USASA Security Ntachment

Heidelberg, Germany

1034 USASA Security Detachment

Orleans, France

402d USASA Special Operations Detadiment

(Airborne)

Bad Tolz, Germany
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UNIT DESIGNATION

LOCATION

Sth USASA Field Station

Sinop, Turkey
Sinop, Turkey

Sth USASA Operations Company

Harrogate, England

13th USASA Field Station
13th USASA Operations Company

Harrogate, England

Hq NASA, Turkey/1Sth USASA Field
Station

Ankara, Turkey

15th USASA Operations Company

Ankara, Turkey
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UNIT DESIGNATION

LOCATION

Nq USASA, Pacific

Camp Zama, Tokyo. Japan

508th USASA Group (Field Army)

Yoapdong-p*, Korea

Slat USASA Special Operations Command

Sobe, Okinawa

3d USASA Operations Company
321st USASA Battali on

(Cords)

Sobe. Okinawa

Ui jongbu, Korea

Company A

Munsan, Korea .

Coaoany 3

Tonpduchon, Korea

177th USASA Operations Company (A)

Pyong Tack, Korea

225th USASA Operations Conpany (C)

Kanghwa-dc, Korea

75t.z !'SASS.. Special Operations Unit

Taipei, Taiwan

?ist USASA Special Operations Unit

Helemano. Hawaii

fi?d USASA S-wcial Operations Unit

Saigon, South Vi:-*nam

33d USASA Social Operations Unit

Bangkok. Thailand

USASA CoA.'^lun ications Unit, Japan

Tokyo. Japan

104th USASA Security Detachment

Sobe, Okinawa

400th USASA Special Operations Datachment

Fort Bucknar, Okinawa

9th USASA Field Station

Clark AFB, Philippine Islands

9th USASA Operations

Company

12th USASA Field Station

Clark AF3, Philippine Islands
Chitose, Japan

11th USASA Operations Company

Chitose, Japan

12th USASA Ooerations Ccmmpany

Chitose. Japan

lath USA-SA Field Station
14th USASA Operations Company

Nakata, Japan
Hakata, Japan
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FIRST LECrl1REs

The Need for Communications Security

I will spend moat of this first period belaboring some seemingly obvious points on the need for
communications security; wby we're in this business, and what our objectives redly are. It seems
obvious that we need to protect our communications because they consistently reveal our strengths,
wealmesaes, disposition, planm and intentions and if the opposition intercepts them he can exploit
that information by attacking our weak points, avoiding our strengtba, countering out. plans, and
hustmOnt our intentions... something he can only do if he has advance knowledge of ou'k situation.
But there's more to it than that
First, you'll note I said the opposition can do these things it he can intercept our com:rtunicationc. Let me first give you some facts about that supposition. You've all seen the security caveats
asserting that "the enemy is listening", "the walls have ears", and the like. One of my irreverent
friends, knowing where I work insists on referring to me as "an electronic spy", and popular paperback literature is full of lurid stories about code-breakers and thieves in the night careening to Bu..,
ress with stolen ciphers tattooed somewhere unmentionable,
dapest on the Orient
t'
e'.•
actual Situation?
es, mobile

plattorms

air an us), an as

their collection faafiities in'te surveillance; and that

they have an extensive covert collection operation. All in all, a truly formidable opponent. So the
fast "if" underlying our argument for the need for COMSEC (Communications Security) is more
than a postulate--a deliberate, large, competent force has been identified whose mission is the

exploitation of U.S. communications through their interception and analysis.
It is important to understand at the outset why the Soviet Union (as well as all other major
countries) is willing to make an investment of this kind. Because, of course, they find it worthwhile.
Sometimes, in the security business, you feel like a jackass having run around clutching defense
secrets to your bosom only to find a detailed expose in Missiles and Rockets or the Washington Post
or find it to be the subject of open conversations at a cocktail party or a coffee bar. There are, in fact,
so many things that we cannot bide in an open society--at least in peace time--that you will sometimes encouter quite serious and thoughtful skepticism on the value or practicability of trying to
hide anything ... particularly if the techniques yon apply to bide information-like cryptography
-entail money, loss of time, and constraints on action.
What then, is unique about communications intelligence? What does it provide that our mountains of literature and news do not similasily reveal? How can it match the output of a bevy of
professional spies or in-place defectors buying or stealing actual documents, blueprints, plans?

("In-place defector"-a guy with a bona fide job in some place like the Department of Defense. the
Department of State. this Agency, or in the contractual world who feeds intelligence to a foreign
power.) It turns out that there is something special about communications intelligence, and it
provides the justification for our own large expenditures as well as those of other countries: in a

nutshell, its ape" value lies in the fact that this kind of intelligence is generally accurate. reliable.
authentic, continuous, and most important of all, timely. The more deeply yon become familiar
with classified governmental operations, the more aware you will become of the superficiality and
inaccuracy that is liable to characterize speculative journalism. After all. if we've done our job, we
have reduced them to speculation-to the seizing of and elaboration on rumors, and to drawing conclusions based on very few hard facts. This is by no means intended as an indictment of the fourth
estate--it is merely illustrative of why Soviet intelligence would rather have the contents of a message signed by a govern=eat official on a given subject or activity than a controlled news release or
journalistic guess on the same subject. Similarly, the outputs of agents are liable to be fragmentary,
sporadic, and stow; and then Arse risks entailed in the transmission of intelligence so acquired.
(Conventional SIGINT (Signals Intelligence) activity. of course, entails no risk whatever.) '
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Let me track back again: I have said that there is a large and profitable intercept activity di"cted against us. This does not mean, however, that the Soviet_ or anybody else can intercept all
our communications ... that is, all of them at once; n6r does it necessarily follow that all of them are
worth intercepting. (The Army has a teletypewriter link to Arlington Cemetery through which they
coordinate funeral arrangements and the like. Clearly a very low priority in our master plans for

securing communications.) It does mean that this hostile SIGINT activity has to be selective, pick
the communications entities carrying intelligence of most value or--and it's not necessarily the

same thing-pick the targets most swiftly exploitable. Conversely, we in the COMSEC business are
faced with the problem not simply of securing communications, but with the much more difficult
problem of deciding which communications to secure, in what time frame, and with what degree of
security. Our COMSEC resources are far from infinite; not only are there constraints on the money,
people, and equipment we can apply but also--as you will see later on-there are some important
limitations on our technology. We don't have that secure two-way wrist radio, for example.
In talking of our objectives, we can postulate an ideal--total security for all official U.S. Government communications; but given the limitations I have mentioned. our more realistic objectives
are to develop and apply our COMSEC resources in such a way as to assure that we-provide for our

customers a net advantage vis-a-vis their opposite numbers. This means that we have to devise

systems for particular applications that the opposition will find not necessarily unbreakable but
too costly to attack because the attack will consume too much of his resources and too much tune.
Here, we have enormous variation-most of our big, modem electronic cryyptosystems are designed
to resist a full scale "maximum effort" analysis for many, many years; we are willing to invest a big

expensive hunk of complicated hardware to assure such resistance when the underlying communi-

cations are of high intelligence value. At the other end of the spectrum we may be willing to supply
a mere slip of paper designed only to provide security to a tactical communication for a few min.
utes or hours because the communication has no value beyond that time ... an artillery spotter
ames a target; once the shell lands, hopefully on the coordinates specified. be couldn't care less
1~-about the resistance to cryptanslysis of the coded transmission he used to call for that strike.
Now, if the opposition brought to bear the full weight of their analytic resources they may be able
to solve that code, predict that target, and warn the troops in question. But can they afford it? Collectively, the National Security Agency attempts to provide the commander with intelligence
about the opposition (through SIGMT) while protecting his own communications against comparable exploitation-and thus provide the net advantage I spoke of. I'll state our practical objectives
in COMSEC once more: not absolute security for all communications because this is too expensive
and in some instances, may result. in a net disadvantage; but sufficient security for each type of
communications to make its exploitation uneconomical to the opposition and to make the recovery
of intelligence cost more than its worth to him. Don't forget for a moment that some TOP SECRET
messages may have close to infinite worth, though; and for these, we provide systems with resistance that you can talk of in terms of centuries of time and galaxies of energy to effect solution.
The reason I have spent this time on these general notions is the hope of providing you a perspec.
tive on the nature of the business we're in and some insights an why we make the kinds of choices
we do among the many systems and techniques TIl be talking to you about during the rest of the
week. I happened to start out in this business as a cryptanalyst and a designer of specialized manual systems not long after World War 11. It seemed to me in those days that the job was a simplistic
one-purely a matter of examining existing or proposed systems and, if you found anything wrong,
fix it or throw the blighter out-period. In this enlightened spirit. I devised many a gloriously impractical system and was confused and dismayed when these magnificent products were some.
times rejected in favor of some clearly inferior-that is, less secure system merely because the
alternative was simpler, or faster, or cheaper, or merely because it would work.
Those of you who are cryptanalysts will find yourselves in an environment that is necessarily
cautious, conservative, and with security per se a truly paramount consideration. This, I assert, is
healthy because you, a mere handful, are tasked with outthinking an opposing analytic force of
t
rhaps 100 times your number who are just as dedicated to finding flaws in these systems as you
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must be.to assuring none slipped by. But do not lass sight of the real world where your ultimate

prodaet must be axed, and beware of security features so intricate, elaborate, complex, dititicultti
and expensive that a= customers throw up their hands and keep on communicating in the clear-you have to judge not only the abstract probabilities of success of a given attack, but the likelihood
that the opposition will be willing to commit bin finite resources to it.
I hope you nowt-cryptanslysts smiling in oar midst will recognize that we're playing with a twoedged award-you are or ought to be in an environment where there is an enthusiasm for introducing
to she field as many cryptosystems as passible at the least coat and with the fewest security constraints inhibiting their universal application. But don't kid yourselves: against the allegation that

the COMSEC people of the National Security Agency--we're the villains-arc quote pricing seen.
rity out of the market unquote--is the fact that there is this monolithic opposing force that we can
best delight by introducing systems which arse not quite or not nearly as good as we think they are.

.

From this, we can conclude that, to carry out our job owe have to do two things: first we have to
provide systems which are cryptographically sound; and second, we have to insure that these systems can and will be used for the purpose intended.
U we fart m the fast mstance, we well have faded those customers who rely on our security judgments and put them in a disadvantageous position with respect to their opposition. But if we ful to
get the systems used-no matter hour secure they are--we are protecting nothing but our professional reputation.
Now that the general remarks about why we're in this business and what our objectives are are

out of the way, we can turn to the meat of this course-my purpose, as much as anything, is to espose you to some concepts and teach you a new language, the vocabulary of the peculiar business

you're in. To this end I will try to fix in your minds a number of rather basic notions or approaches
that are applied in cryptography as well as a number of specific techniques as they have evolved

over the past two decades
There's a fair amount of literature--like the Friedman lectures-which is worth your tithe and
which will trace the art of cryptography or ciphering back to Caesar or therabouts. I'll skip the first
couple of millennia and such schemes as shaving a slave's head, writing a message on his shining
pate, letting the hair grow back and dispatching him to Thermopylae or where have you. I'll also
skip quite modern techniques of 'sebnet writing--secret inks, microphotography. and open letters
with hidden meanings {called "innocent text" systems}-merely because their use is quantitatively
negligible in the U.S. COMSEC scheme of things. and this Agency has practically. nothing to do
with them. What we will be addressing are the basic techniques and systems widely used in the
protection of U.S. communications and which we are charged to evaluate, produce, or support.
All of our systems have one obvious objective: to provide a means for converting intelligible information into something unintelligible to an unauthorized recipient. We have discovered very fear

basic ways to do this efficiently. Some of the best ways of doing it have a fatal flaw; that is. that
while it may be impossible for the hostile cryptanaiyst to recover the underlying message because

of the processing given it, neither can the intended recipient recover it because the process used
could not be duplicated! On occasion there has been considerable wry amusement and chagrin on
the part of some real professionals who have invented sophisticated encryption schemes only to find
they were irreversible-with the result that not only the cryptanalyst was frustrated in recovering
tine plain text, so was the addressee. The inventor of a cryptoaystem must not only find a means for
rendering information unintelligible, he must use a process which is logical and reproducible at the
W

receiving end. All of you know already that we use things called ..keys'. which absolutely determine the specific encryption process. It follows from what I have just said that we ahmys produce
at least two of them, one for the sender. one for the recipient. Through its application, and only
through its application, the recipient is able to reverse, unscramble, or otherwise undo the encryption
. process,

The techniques that we have found useful so far amount to only two: first aubstitution of something meaningless for our meaningful text tour plain language); and second; transposition-keeping
our original meaningful tent, but jumbling the positions of our words or letters or digits so they no

-ere---
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longer make sense. This latter technique is so fraught with security difficulties--it'c nothing but
ancy anagrammin -that for all practical purposes you can toss it out of your lexicon "of. modern
hy.

We are left with one very large family of systems in which the basic technique involves the sub.
stitution of one value for another. These range from systems whose security stems from a few letters,
words, or digits memorized in somebody's head, through a variety of printed materials that permit
encryption by use of paper and pencil. to the fancy electronic computer-like gadgets about which
you have by now probably heard most. The first category of these systems we're going to talk about
is manual systems and the first of these is codes. Professional cryptographers have been talking
about codes, using them, attacking them, and solving them for many years. The traditional definition of them is: Code: "A substitution cryptosystem in which the plaintext elements are primarily

words. phrases, or sentences, and the' code equivalents (called "code groups") typically consist of
letters or digits (or both) in otherwise meaningless combinations of identical length."-„TUNE 71-Basic Cryptologic Glossary.

This definition provides a convenient way for differentiating a "code" from any other substitution system-all the other systems, which we call "ciphers", have a fixed relationship between
the cipher value and its underlying meaning--each plaintext letter is always represented by one or
two or some other specific number of cipher characters. Incidentalh, we use "character" as a generic
term to cover numbers or letters or digits or combinations of them. Let's look at a couple of codes:

t!"'

1. The simplest kind, called a "one-part code", simply lists the plaintext meanings alpbabetically (so that you can find them quickly) and some corresponding code groups (usually alphabetized also):

BRIGADE .................................
COORDINATE(S) .
............
DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT.. ..................
ENGAGE ENEMY AT .........................

ABT
AXQ
CDL
GGP
HLD
JMB

kz_7 1

There will usually be some numbers and perhaps an alphabet in such a code so that you can
specify time and map coordinates and quantities and the like, and so that you can spell out words,
especially place names, that could not be anticipated when the code was printed. Such a code has
lots of appeal at very low echelons where only a very few stereotyped words, phrases, or directions
are. necessary to accomplish the mission. They are popular because they are simple, easy to use,
and relatively fast. The security of such systems, however, is very, very lour-after a handful of
messages have been sent, the analyst can reconstruct the probable exact meanings of most of the
code groups. We therefore take a dim view of them, and sanction their use only for very limited applications.
2. The kind of code we do use in very large quantities is more complicated, larger, and more

secure. It is called a "two-part code": it is printed in two sections, one for encoding and the other for
decoding:

ENCOD9 '
'
............CDL
BRIGADE ...
... AXQ
..
COORDINATE(S) .
DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT_...JMB
ENGAGE ENEMY AT......... GGP
........... HLD
-----•
........... ABT
~~
-

ABT
AXQ
CDL
GGP

DECODE
...
... COORDINATE(S)
... BRIGADE
... ENGAGE ENTEMY AT

JMB ... DIRECT ART 111MY FIRE AT
ORIGINAL
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The main thins that has been done bere is to break up the alphabetical relationship between
the plaintext meanings and the sequence of code groups associated 'with tberA -tbat is, the Bode
groups an assigned in a truly random fashion, not in an orderly one. Ink eompHestes the cayptanalyst's job; but he can stilt get into the system rather quickly when t6 code is used repeatedly.
As a result, a number of tricks are used to refins these coda and limit their vulnerability. The first.
trick is to provide more than one code group to represent the more commonly used words and phrases
in the code vocabulary--we call theca extra groups "variants" and in the large odes in use today it
is not uncommon to have as many as a half-dozen of these variants assigned to each of the high
frequency (Le„ commonly used) plaintext values. Here's an excerpt from a axle actually in use
today showing some variants:

You probab y know that "monoalphabetic substitution systems" were simple systems in which
the same plaintext value was always represented by thee same cipher or code value-repeats In the
plain tent would show up as repeated patterns in the cipher text, so lovely wards like "RECONNAIS.
SANCE" convert to, say.

RECONN AISSA XCE
SDECBB XM= BED

.' .. duck soup! it says here.'

Well, with an ordinary code, that's exactly the problem. It is essentially a monoalphabetic sys.

tam with a few variants thrown in, but with most repeated things in the transmitted code showing
up as repeated items. This means, when- we have to use codes (and later on, ru show you why are

have to in huge quantities), we have to do some things more fundemeatal than throwing in a few
stumbling blocks like variants fat the.rryptanabst. These are two techniques which are basic to

our business and which we apply not only to codes but to almost all our keying materials. These are
crucial to the secure management of our systems. These techniques are called supersession and
tornpartmentation. They provide era a means for limiting the volume of traffic that will be encrypted
in any given key or code; the effect of this limitation is to reduce the likelihood of successful crypt.
analysis or of physical lass of that material; and further to reduce the scope of any loan tbat does
occur.
SUPERSESSION is simply the replacement of,a code or other keying material from time to time
with new material. Most keys and codes are replaced each 24 hours; a few codes an replaced as frequently as each six hours; a few others remain effective for three days or more. We have these differing
supersession rates because of the different ways in which the materials may be used. Holders of
some systems may send only one message a day-everything else being equal, his system will have
much greater resistance to cryptanalysis than that of a heavy volume user and his rjiiem will not

I
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quire replacement as often. The regular replacement rate of material each six hours or 24 hours

. 'or three days or what have you is called the "normal supersession rate" of the material in question.
''emergency supersession" is the term used when material is replaced prematurely because it may

have been physically lost.
Once again, the purpose of periodic supersession of keying material and codes is to limit the
amount of traffic encrypted in any one system and thus to reduce the likelihood of successful erypta.
nalysis or of physical loss; and to limit the effect of loss when it does occur. The resistance to crypts.
nalysis is effected by reducing the amount of material the cryptanalyst has to work on and by
reducing the time he has available to him to get at current traffic.
COMPARTMENTATION is another means for achieving control over the amount of classified
information entrusted to a specific cryptosystem. 'Rather than being geared to time, as in the case
of supersession, it is geared to communications entities, with only those units that have to inter.
communicate holding copies of any particular key or code. These communications entities in turn
tend to be grouped by geography, service, and particular operational mission or specialty. Thus,

the Army artillery unit based in the Pacific area would not be issued the same code being used by
a similar unit in Europe-the vocabularies and procedures might be identical, but each would have
unique code values so that loss of a code in the Pacific area would have no effect on the security of

IN:

messages being sent in the Seventh Army in Europe, and vice versa. Of course some systems, parti.
cularly some machine systems, are designed specifically for intercommunication between two and

only two holders-between point A and point B, and that's all. In such a case, the question of "compartmentation" doesn't really arise--the system is inherently limited to a compartment or "net" of
two. But this is rarely the case with ordinary codes; and some of them must have a truly worldwide
distribution. So our use of compartmentation is much more flexible and less arbitrary than our use
of supersession; occasionally we will set some absolute upper limit on the number of holders per.

'

Y

--tissible in a given system because cryptanalysis shows that when that number is exceeded, the
`. ne to break the system is worth the hostile effort; but in general, it is the minimum needs, for

intercommunication that govem the size (or, as we call it, the copy count) of a particular key list
or code.
Now I have said that compartmentation and supersession are techniques basic to our whole
business across the spectrum of systems we use. Their effect is to split our security, systems into
literally thousands of separate, frequently changing, independent entities. This means, of course,
that the notion of "breaking the U.S. code" is sheer nonsense-the only event-that could approach

such catastrophic proportions for U.S. COMSEC would be covert (that is, undiscovered) penetration

The reason I've injected these concepts of compartmentation and supersession into the middle

of this discussion of codes, although they have little to do with the structure of codes themselves, is
that, despite our variants, and tricks to limit traffic volume, and controls over-operational procedures, codes as a class remain by far the weakest systems we use; and these,techniques of splitting
them into separate entities and throwing them out as often as possible are essential to obtaining

even the limited abort-term security for which most of them are intended. ,
Having said, in effect, that codes as a class are not much good, let°'me point out that there are
specialized paper and pencil systems which more or less conform .to the definition of "code" but

which are highly secure. Before I do this, let me return to the definition of code we started from, and
,----.pest an alternative definition which more nearly pin-points' bow they realty differ from other
l_ hniques of encryption. You remember we said the thing that makes a code unique is the fact that
EO 1.4.(c)
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the code values can represent underlying values of diftZant length:--to recognize this is important
to the uyptanalyst and that is the featurse that stands out for him. But there is something even
more basic and unique to a code: that is the fact that each code group-that QXB or what-have.
you-,stands for something that has burinsic mecr:vr& Le., each underlying element of plain test
is cognitive; it is usually a word or a phrase or a whole sentence: In every other system of encryption,
this is not so; the individual cipher value stands only for an arbitrary symbol, meaningless in itselflike some binary digit or a letter of the alphabet. So I find, when examining a code, that QXB means
"FIRE A GUN," or "REGROUP AT THE CROSSROADS," or "QUARTMIBACK SNEAK," or
what-have-yon. In a cipher system, QXB might mean "X" or 'V' or "001" at something else meaningless in itselL rve touched on this partly because the new cryptologic glossary bas defined a code
in terms of the meaning-or meaningfulness-of the underlying textual elements. I wouldn't push the

distinction too far-it gets hazy when you are spelling with a code; get around it by admitting that,
during the spelling process, you are in fact retaining a one-to-one relationship between the size of
the underlying values and those being substituted for them--you are, for the moment, "encipher-
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ing" in the code.

The "Ore-Time" Concept:---I have said that at the heart of a code's insecurity is the fact that it
is essentially a monoalphabetic process where the same code group always atands for the lime
underlying plaintext value. The way to lick this, of course, it to devise a system where each code

_

uatue is used once and only once. Repeats don't show up because there aren't any, and we have

effectively robbed the cryptanalyst of his "entering wedge" into the cryptosystem. Let's look at
several such systems:
ARTII.IMY: ABD
QVM
CXD

M
QSI

BRIGADE: MJX
MY
RDF
QLW
etc.

Well! This thing looks fake nothing more than one of those ordinary codes we talked about, but
with a set of variants assigned to each item of the vocabulary. Right. But suppose I make a rule that
each time you use a variant, you check it off or cross it out, and must not use it again? By this
simple expedient, I have given you a one-time -tem.-a system which is for all practical Purposes
immune to cryptanalysis. perfectly secure? Sounds nice, and tinu might wonder why we have not
adopted it for universal use. Well, let's look at some of the constraints inherent in this simple

procedure:

-

- -

Right now, if I have a very large vocabulary in a standard two-part code. it may run up to 32 pages

- -

or more. (The largest is 64 pages). If I have to insert say a half dozen code values for every plaintext
entry, my code book gets to be about 200 pages long, rather awkward to jam in the most voluminous
of fatigue pockets, and a most difficult thing to thumb through-jumping back and forth, mind'

you-as you do your encoding or decoding process. So. limitation number one: we have to confine
the technique to codes of gruite small vocabularies.
Suppose my "compartment" (my net size) is 20 holders for this code. How does any given user

`~
'•°`

know which values other holders in the net have used? He doesn't. He doesn't unless everybody
listens to everybody else all the time, and that doesn't often happen. And this is really the killing
limitation on most one-time systems of this kin& -You wind up saying only one holder can send
messages in the code, and all other copies are labelled "RECEIVE ONLY". We call this method of
communications "Broadcast" and it has rather narrow applications. Alternatively, we can provide
each of our 20 holders with a SEND code and 19 R.ECEM codes-but try to visualize some guy in an
operational environment scrambling through 19 books to find the right one for a given incoming
message; and look at the logistics to support such a mvstem: it turns out that the number of books

you need is the square of the number of holders you want to serve in this way-400 books for a 200RIGINAL
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fiolder net 10,000 for 100 holders! So hmitation number two: the size of a net that you can practi.
t. cably operate in this way is very small: preferably just two stations.
Let's turn now to another kind of one-time code; one that we Call a "pro forma" system. "Pro
forma" means that the basic framework, form or format of every message tent is identical or nearly
so; the same kind of information, message after message, is to be presented in the same order. and
only specific values, Gke numbers, change with each message,
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• Now we're beginning to get something more manageable: «e still have the constraint of needing
'a small net size or, alternatively, a larger net but with only one or a few senders of information. But
it's a dandy where the form of the messages themselves permit this terrible inflexibility. We use a
few of them, but machines are the things we're moving towards to meet most of the requirements
of this type.
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In comparing this one-time system and the last one I showed you. I think you'll begin to see a
number of characteristics emerge for these specialized codes: first off, they are relatively secure: I

say relatively, because there is more to communications security than resistance to cryptanalysis-and while these systems meet that first test--cryptanalysis-admirably, from the transmission
security point of view, they're pretty bad; but we'll be talking about that on another day. Secondly:
they are inflexible, rigidly confined with respect to the variety of intelligence they can convey.
Thirdly: they are built for speed; they are by far the fastest means of communicating securely without a machine. Finally, they are extremely specialized, narrow in their application, and limited
in the size of communications network they can serve efficiently. Being specialized, by the way,

and tailored to particular needs, they fly in the face of efforts to standardize our materials-a very
necessary movement in a business where we have to make hundreds of codes, distribute them all
er the world, replace most of them daily and, as a result, wind up with a total copy count
numbering, at the moment, about 5 million each year.
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The business of standardizing on the one band. for the sake of eoomamy. simplicity, and
manageability and of uniquely tailoring systems for maximum efficiency in some particular appli.
cation. is sate of the many oonEcting or contradictory themes in our business; just as maximum
security may cou ict with speed or something else.
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Ciphony Equipment and Other Sp"lized Systems

Ciphony Equipment.--You have already had a preview of some of the problems of voice encryption in the discussion of the KO-6. Since by far the greatest weakness in U.S. COMSEC today
stems from the fact that almost all of our voice communications are sent in the clear. *the business

of finding economical secure grays to secure voice transmissions remains a burning issue and is
consuming a good part of our current COMSEC R&D effort.
We have to go back to World War II for a look at our frst voice encryption equipment:
tom..-•-
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This looks like a whole communications center or laboratory or something; but it's all one
cipher machine. It was called SIGSALLY. If you counted the air-conditioners that had to go with it.
it weighed something like 55 tons. It was used over the transatlantic cable for communication
between Washington and London. It used vacuum tubes by the thousands, and had a primitive
vocoder. It was hardly the answer to the dream of universal ciphony, and was dismantled soon after
the war ended.
The next aphony avatam to came along vvsa called the AFSAT-816. It urea designed to operate
over microwave links--actually, just one link-between the Naval Security Station and Arlington
Full. Since there was plenty of bandwidth to play with (58 KHs), there were no constraints an the
number of digits that could be used to convert speech into digital form. The technique used was
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`-called Pulse Code Modulation (PCM): conceptually, it involves sampling the amplitude (size) of
an intelligence signal, such as ores voice, at fixed intervals of time determined by a high frequency
pulse train. then transmitting the values thus obtained in some sort of binary or baudot code. The
following illustration portrays these relationships:
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The AFSAY-816 used a primitive vacuum tube key generator with bank after bank of shift
registers ... and. for the first tithe. we were able to put out more key than we could use. So we used

it to provide for encryption of several channels of speech simultaneously. Speech quality was good.

reliability was spotty, and security, especially in its last years was marginal since it was in about

that time frame that we began to be able to postulate practical high-speed computer techniques as
a cryptanalytical tool. We hastened to replace the equipment with one called the KY-11. The KY11 was the ant relatively modern key generator of the breed I described in the KW-26.

~EO 7..4
M

At any rate. we lived on borrowed time with the AFSAY-816 and on the hope that. because its
transmitted signal was fast, complex, and directional, hostile interception and recording would be
impracticable.
Don't think for a minute that the same rationale isn't used today for unsecured circuits that
happen to use sophisticated transmission techniques. A favorite ploy of the manufacturers of forward tropospheric and ionospheric scatter transmission systems, far example, is to advertise them
as inherently secure because of their directivity and because they are beamed over the horizon and
dwaretically bounce down in only one place. However, because of atmospheric anomalies: it is
impossible to predict with certainty what the state of the ionosphere will be at any particular
Yn o orient. It is because of these anomalies that the reflection of the transmitted signal from the
ionosphere is subject to considerable variation and, consequently, subject to interception at an
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unintended location. As a matter of fact, there was a "permanently" anomalous situation over parts
of Southeast Asia that caused VHF communications to double.their expected ange,
The general attitude of this Agency is that no deliberate transmission is %* from the possibility
of hostile interception. The thought is that there is really a contradiction in terms of the notion of
an uninterceptible transmission: for, if there were such. the intended recipient, your own distant
receiver, could not pick it up.
Despite all of this, it is clear that some transmissions are considerably more difficult and costly

to intercept than others and some of them carrying information of low intelligence value may not be
worth that coat to the potential hostile interceptor. These factors have a lot to do with the priorities
we establish for providing cryptosystems to various kinds of communications entities.
But. in the case of voice, which is our subject. it has not been any rationale of non-interceptibility which has slowed us down, it is the set of terrifically difficult technical barriers in the way of
getting such equipment in light, cheap, efficient, secure form. either for strategic high-level links,
as in the case of all the ciphany equipments I've mentioned so far, or for tactical circuits that we
will, in due course, cover.
Still, with the advent of the KY-11, it appeared that we bad at least one part of the ciphany
problem relatively well in hand: that was for fixed-plant, short-range operations where plenty of,
bandwidth eras available for transmission. These fixed-plant, wide-band equipments-all of them-not only could provide secure good quality voice, but had enough room to permit the encryption of
several channels of voice with the same key generator. But just as in the case of teletypewriter security devices, there was a need to move cipbony equipment out of the eryploceritQrend nearer to the
environment where the actual user could have more ready access. In the case of the teletypewriter
encryption systems. you will recall, the move was into the communications center where all the

ancillary devices and communications terminal equipment and punched message tapes and mes-

sage forms were readily available. In the case of ciphony, the real user was the individual who picks

up the handset and talks--not some professional cryptographer or communicator-but people like
you and me and generals and admirals and presidents. So the next need we faced was to provide an

equipment which could he remote from both cryptocenter and communications center, and used
right in the offices where the actual business of government and strategic military affairs is conducted. This called for machinery that was smaller and packaged differently than any of the ciphany
equipment we have talked about thus far. SIGSALLY you remember. weighed 55 tons; the next
system weighed a lot less but still needed 6 bays of equipment. The KY-1I was smaller still.

1

amounting to a couple of racks of equipment configured for communications center use. None of

them were at all suitable for installation in somebody's office.
The resultant product was called the TSEC/KY-l. The most striking feature it had. in contrast
to its predecessor ciphony devices, was that it was neatly packaged in a single cabinet about two.
thirds as tall and somewhat fatter than an ordinary safe. Because it was built not to be in a crypto-

center or a classified communications center where there are guards and controls on access to
prevent theft of equipment and their supporting materials. this KY-1 cabinet was in fact a threecombination safe that contained the whole key generator, the power supply, the digitalizing voice
preparation components--everything except the handset which sits on top.

J

So. for the first time since World War 17 with the SIGNIN, we found ourselves building physical
protective measures into the equipment itself. The safe is not a particularly good one--hardly any
are--but it is adequate to prevent really easy access to the classified components and keying data

contained inside. Microwave links or special wire lines were used to transmit its 5o KHx cipher test.
1
of since

and it had the capacity to link up to 50 hoidens through some kind

oar m a common ey:"The-fist sietwork°was-.used-here-in-~Washington..and..served,,kry
officials of government--the President, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of State, the DirecEO 1.4.(c)
tor, Central Intelligence Agency, and some others. We soon found that the equipment needed to be
installed not only in key government offices, but in the private residences of key officials as well; so
that they could consult securely in times of crisis night or day. I think the first such residence was
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~...Iresident Eisenhower's Gettysburg address: later such equipments were used in the homes of a
number of other officials.
The KY-1 had same limitations, as almost all fast tries at a new requirement seem to: it was
essentially a push-to-talk system which annoys most use= and makes it imposmble to interrupt
conversation. Eventually, the cryptanalysts discovered some new possible attacks that lowered
our confidence in its security and so the KY-1 was retired in earl-1961. This KY-3 is the follow-on
equipment to the KY-1. It provides a duple: (no push-to-talk) capability and some security and
operational refinements.

This is perhaps as good as a place as any to go off on another of the tangents that seems to charicterize there lectures. An we have been following the evolution of U.S. cryptography, I have talked

quite casually of nee equipments coming into our inventory and old ours burwg array. In retrospect,
the demise of the obsolescent, inefficient, and insecure systems seems natural, easy, inevitable, and
relatively painless. But the'fact of the matter is that it is usually quite difficult to get the users to
relinquish any equipment once it is solidly entrenched in their inventories--especially if it works
well, as in the case of the KY-l; but even if it doesn't, as in the case of the KW-9. The reluctance to
junk old systems stems from a number of causes, I think. Elm of all, theyrepsesent a !arse invest.
ment; secondly, the users have developed a supporting logistic base for the systems, have trained
personnel to operate and maintain it-they've wed it. Finally, the introduction of a new system is
a slow and difficult business, requiring new budgetary and procurement action, new training, the
establishment of a new logistics base, and-increasingly these days--a costly installation job to
match the new system to the facility and communications system in which it is to be used: Bemuse
of these problems, our "equipment retirement program" is a halting one, and only when there are
very grave security shortcomings can we actually demand that a system be retired an some specific
date. Well, back to ciphony systems
With all these developments, we are still talking about equipment,tbat weighs several hundred
pounds, is quite expensive, and which is limited to specialized and costly communications links.
Except in the case of the KO-6, these links are relatively short range.
So, at the same time these wide-band fixed-plant equipments an being developed, we were
working on something better than the KO-6 to satisfy long-range, narrow-band communications
requirements, something that could, hopefully, be used on ordinary telephone lines or an HF radio
circuits overseas. (Ma Bell's telephone system, you understand, has a bandwidth of only 3 KHzand still has a few quick and dirty WW lI links in the mid-meat with only a 1500 hertz bandwidth.
This situation, as I have said. sharply limits the number of digits we can use to describe speech to
be encrypted on such circuits with a consequent loss of quality of intelligibility.)
The equipment which evolved is called the KY-9.
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The KY-9 used a vocoder as did its narrow-band predecessors, but a afore sophisticated one
than bad been developed thus far. It was the first of the vocoders to use transistors instead of vacuum tubes. so that the equipment could be reduced to a single cabinet. But transistors were in their
infancy; and the ones that went into the KY-9 were hand-made and expensive. Again the equipment
was packaged into a safe so that it could be located in an oTm*-type environment. Well, we were
getting there: we could use an ordinary telephone line with the KY-9, but the speech still sounds
artificial and strained because of that vocoder. and .. you . . must ... speak ... very.. . slosh

... and . - . distinctly and you must still push to talk. And besides all that, this be" initially coat
on the order of $40,000 per terminal which put it strictly in the luxury category. About 260 KY-Ws
are in use for high-level, long haul voice security communications. The majority of the KY-9 sub-

sca'be:a are raw being provided thin secure capability through use of the Automatic Secure Voice
Communications (AUTOSEVOCOM) system; however. it is anticipated that the equipment will
" main in use at least through FY-74. Beyond FY-74. the equipment may be declared excem and
• .stored for contingency purposes.
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The best and newest long-haul voice equipment uses none other than our multi-purpose friend.
the KG-13. Nobody came along with a nice vocoding speech digitalizer to hook into this key generator, and there's really not much call to process speech this way unless you're going to encrypt it,
so we wound up-again-having to build some of the ancillary equipment ourselves. This equip.
ment is called the HY-2-remember, the H stands for ancillary, the Y for speech encryption. So the
combination referred to as the KG-131W--2 is the system we are now counting on to serve the longhaul voice requirement.
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Again, a vocoder was used. and this sounds the best yet, although it still can't match the voice
quality that wide-band systems have. This package is not in a safe. and is not suitable for office
installation. but it seems to satisfy most of the other long-haul requirements well and does so fairly
•heaply for the first time.
Before we talk about tactical voice security equipment. there is a subject related to the big fixedplant voice equipments we ought to talk about. That's the subject of "approved" circuits. Way back
with the KO-6. we were having difficulty getting officials to leave their offices and walk to a crypto.
center to use a secure phone. The solution lay in carrying the system or at least the telephone hand-

.t~
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set (which is all he really needs or cares about) to him. This involved running a wire line from an
office to the cryptocenter or secure communications center. The difficulty with this solution is twofold: in the first place there was and is a long-standing Executive Order of the President governing
the way classified information may be handled. transmitted, and stored: and in the case of TOP
SECRET information. this order forbids electrical transmission except in encrypted form. Of course,

the informations in the clear. not encrypted. until it reaches the crrptomachine. and this meant
that any time one placed that handset remote from the machine. the user. by "law' had to be re•

strieud to conversations no higher than SECRET. This is difficult to legislate and control, and
reduces the usefulness of the whole system. The second difficulty in this situation stems from the
security reasoning lying behind that Executive Order. The reasoning was, and is, that it is extreme.
ly difficult to assure that no one will tap any subscriber line such as this, if it is not confined to a
very carefully controlled area like a cryptocenter or classified communications center. It means that
if you are to use these subscriber lines in some government installation. the whole building or complex of buildings must be extremely well guarded. access carefully controlled, or personnel cleared
or escorted all the time. Controls such as we have here are simply not feasible in a facility such as
the Pentagon or on a typical military post: yet it is in just such mnvironments that these protected wire.

.
lines may be needed.
Some special rules govern communications used to support SIGLNT operations, and these
rules have been interpreted to permit TOP SECRET traffic such as we use on the grey phone system
here---provided certain physical and electronic safeguards are enforced. The JCS applied the same
sort of criteria in staffing an action which permitted TOP SECRET information to be passed in the
.-ar over wire lines when certain rigid criteria are met. Until this action went through. we were un1-_ale to make full use of the ciphony capability we now have in systems such as the KG-13/HY--21
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and subscribers were held to SECRET unless they ,very essentially co-located with the crypta.
equipment itself.
Tacticai Ciphony.-MC's for tactical ciphony equipment--be they broad-band, narrowband,
or somewhere in between--have existed since before this Agency was canted. But the difficulties
were terrific. To have tactical usage on field telephones and radio telephones and military vehicles
and, especially. in aircraft, the equipment had to be truly light, small. and rugged; and bad to be
compatible with a large variety of tactical communications systems most of which are not compatible among themselves. In the case of aircraft requirements, there's an old saying that the Air
Force will reject any system unless it has no weight, occupies no space, is tree, and adds Jilt to
aircraft. We were about ready to believe this in the late fifties when we had gotten a tactical ciphony
device, the KY-8, down to about 213 of a cubic foot, and it was still not accepted. mainly because it
took up too much room. The ironic put of this sad story is that the eryptolcg portion of the hard.
wan uses only a modest amount of space: its power supplies and the digitalizasa for speech that
use up the room. The Air Force did give that small equipment, the KY-8, a good try in high performance aircraft like F-100'x: it worked fairly well, but sometimes reduced the effective range of their
radios about 5%. a degradation of their basic communications capability they simply could not
afford. Besides, the problem of lack of space proved very real and they had to rip out one of their
fire-control radars to make room for the test equipment
Then the Army decided it could use the KY-8. mounting it in jeeps and other wheeled vehicles
where space was not so critical as in aircraft. We had attempted to make a ground tactical cipbony
equipment for Army, called the KY-4, but it didn't pan out; and the Army had independently
tried to develop a tactical voice device that was equally unsuccessful. So Army bought a batch of
KY-8's and they and the Marines became the principal users, even though it was really originally
designed for aircraft.

There's another point about the KY-8. I've made it sound as if over-choosy use= have been the
only cause for its slowness in coming and limited use. That's not quite the case. There were some
security problems'-the compromising emanation business again-that slowed down our production for some time: we finally got going full blast on this equipment by cancelling out most of the
delaying features in the contract associated with the radiation problem, accepting this possible
security weakness as a calculated risk, and placing some restrictions on where the equipment
could be used to minimize that risk.
Today we have a family of compatible, tactical. speech security equipments known as NE5TOR---the KY-8128!38. The KY-8 is used tin vehicular and afloat applications; the KY-28 is the
airborne version; and the KY38 is the portable or man-pack model. There am currently about
277,000 NESTOR equipments in the U.S. inventory. No further procurement of NESTOR equipments is planned because the VINSON equipment is intended to satisfy future requirements for
wide-band tactical voice security.
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Fromthe- operatio
point view, a affect o a system such as UU; u that any,receaver can pi .
up a transmission in mid-stream just as KW-37 receivers can, but without the elaborate clocks and
m hanisma.
We have now covered the

major equipments and principles in use today. The big systems are:

For Literal Trade:
For Teletypewriter Traffic:
For Ciphony:
For Multi-purpose:

The Kli7/47
The KW-26, KW-37. KW-7 '-;
The KY-3, KY-8. KY-8 (XG-IA IY-2
The KG-3/KG-13

We have also talked o a number o electro-mechanical equipments that are

ea

or 7ng:

one-time tape systems. and the KO-6 with its geared timing mechanism being most representative.
The variety of systems *hich have evolved has stemmed from needs for more efficiency, speed.

security and the like: but, more fundamentally, from (1) the need to encrypt differerit kinds of information-literal traffic. TTY. data. facsimile. TV, and voice, (2) the need to suit encryption Systems to a variety of communications means-wire lines, narrow-band and broad-band radio ariits, single-channel and multiplex communications, tactical and fixed-plant corrsmunications
facilities, and (3) the need to suit these systems to a variety of physical environments.
Specialized Svstems.•--There are two other types of systems now in the inventory beyond those
I have described that I want to touch on briefly. I have left them till last because they am among
the most specialized and have as yet seen relatively little use in comparison with the big; systems
we have talked about. The first of these is the KG-24. designed for the encryption of TV signals-civision we call it. With the requirement for encrypting TV signals, we found ourselves faced with
the problem of generating key at extremely high speeds, even by computer standards. So fir. the
fastest system I have described to you was the old AFSAY-816 with a bit-rate of 320 KHz-but this
took six, bays of equipment and had security, operational, and maintenance problems almost from
the outset. Among the modern systems, the KG-3/13, with bit rates up to 100 kilobits was the fasiest.
But, as you know, with your home TV sat, you tune to megahertz instead of kilohertz and it takes

millions of bits each second to describe and transmit these TV si
one fain large cabinet

ls. The KG-24 does it, andla

But these art only 6 (V-1) and 7 (V-2) models is existence, and
er procurement
is not planned. The main thing wrong with it is simply that it costs much too much.
The second type of modern specialized system I want to talk about is the family of equipment
designed specifically to go into space vehicles. Them were some obvious and some not-so-obvious
difficulties that had to be met in the design of these equipments. One obvious problem was to make
them small anough,.and this requirement gave a big push to our general work in the micro-minis.
turization of hardware. The second problem was also inherent in space technoloo-that was the
rd for extreme reliability. For unmanned surveillance satellites, if the system fails, you can't call
a maintenance man.- So we were faced with more rigid specifications and quality controls than we
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had ever seen before. The third problem has to do with the extraordinary complexity of satellite
systems as a whole. We have found it next to impossible to provide decent crypto-equipment for
our customers without a very frill understanding of the whole communications and operations complex in which they an to operate. With our limited manpower, this ham proves di8lcult enough to do
with modern conventional communications systems and switching complexes on the ground but,
for the apace requirements, we had to educate our people to speak and understand the language of
this new technology; and we have a little group who live and breathe this problem to the exclusion
of nearly everything else.
And finally. we had to throw a lot of our basic methodology out the window. Every machine I
have talked to you about so far, without exception. is built to have some of its variables changed at
least once each day. and some of them more often. Everyone of them is classified and accountable:
can you imagine how a crypto-custodian, charged with the specific responsibility of vouching for

W

i
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the whereabouts of a classified machine or classified key felt upon watching one of his precious items

go rocketing off into space? Of course, we decided that we ought to "drop" accountability at the time
of loss, although "lift" accountability might have been a more appropriate term. In any event,

. --~-.

here's one of these key generators we use in space:

I

What we built into it was a principle that would put out a key that would not repeat itself for a
very long period of time--weeks or months or years, whatever was required. Actually. frith many of
these new key generators, the matter of assuring a very Ions unrepeated sequence or. as we call its long cycle, is not so difficult. Even something as the KO-6 with its seared timing mechanism
and just six metal diake would run fall tilt for something like 33 years before the disks would reach
rrr~r;s;;
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reir original alignment again, .and the daily change of its key was incorporated mainly to limit tiie •..
scone Of env loss that might occur-that business of supersession and compartmentation again5-7
I

So ar,

ethese thin

are working., we -one techniad securit r_p a em has S;_= `en.

countered.
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We have several such systems now. We don't talk about them very
,
-e
much because the whole
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question of surveillance satellites is a very sensitive one and. of course, that's what these are used
for.
Before moving on, there are a few more things you ought to know about the nomenclature System and the. equipment development cycle we have touched on from tuna to time already. The first
point is that the TSEC nomenclature we have is not assigned to an equipment 'until it has been

worked on by R&D for some time and they have done feasibility studies and have, perhaps, hand.
made ail or portions of it to figure out the circuitry or mechanical linkages to gee if the thing will
work. These very early versions are called "bread-board" models, and are likely to bear little or no
resemblance to the final product. R&D assigns cover names to these projects in order to identify
them conveniently-the only clue to the nature of the beast involved is contained in the first letter
of what ever name they assign. The letters generally correspond to the equipment-type designator
in the TSEC scheme-with "W" standing for TTY. "Y" for ciphony. etc. So. in the early R&D stage.
"YACKMAN' stood for a voice equipment, "WALLER" for a Try equipment, "GATUNG" for a
I generator, etc.
When it looks like a development is going to come to fruition. TSEC nomenclature is assigned.

and suffixes are added to the basic designators to Indicate the stage reached in each model: these
can involve experimental models (designated X), development models (designated D), test model
(T). preproduction models (P), and finally, with the first full scale production model, no suffix at
all.
So there could have been versions of the KW-26 successively called: W-; KW-28-X; KW-26-D;
KW-26-T; KW-26-P, and the first operational equipment called merely KW-26. Hut. in fact, when
some of the early models come out well enough, some of these stages maybe skipped; in fact, moat
of them were with the KW-26, and it has been increasingly the trend to skip as many as possible to
save time and money.
But this tortuous path of nomenclating does not end, even here. After the equipment gets into
production, more often than not, some modifications need to be made to it and. when this occum
we need some means of differentiating them, mainly for • maintenance and logistical reasons, and
the suffixes A, B, C. etc., are assigned. So. n fact, we now have four operational versions of the KW26; the KW-26-A, the KW-26-B, KW-26-C, and KW-26-13.

I
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TENTH LECTURE:

TEMPEST

In 1962. an officer assigned to a very small intelligence detachment in Japan"N" performing
the routine duty of inspecting the area around bin little cryptocenter. As required be was examin.
ing a zone 200 ft. in radius to see if there was any "clandestine technical surveillance". Across the
street. perhaps a hundred feet away, was a hospital controlled by the Japanese government. He
sauntered past a kind of carport jutting out from one side of the building and, up under the eaves,
noticed a peculiar thing- a carefully concealed dipole antenna, horizontally polarized. -with wires
leading through the solid cinderblock wall to which the carport abutted. He moseyed beck to his
headquarters, then quickly notified the counter-intelligence people and find off a report: of this
"find" to Army Secuaty Agency, who, in turn, notified NSA. He was directed to examine this
antenna in detail and perhaps recover it. but although the CIC had attempted to keep the eerport
under surveillance that night, the antenna had mysteriously disappeared when they checked the
next day. Up on the roof of the hospital was a forest of Yagi's, W-antennas, all pointing towards
Tokyo in the normal fashion, except one. That one was aimed right at the U.S. =mtocenter

Why, ac m ISM, wen e
e pu s
a rather compreensive set
s n a;
or
the suppression of radio frequency interference, wen those standards much more stringent for their

teletypewriters and other communications equipment than for such things as diathermy machines.
industrial motors, and the like, even though the teleprinters were much quieter in the first place?

Behind these events and questions lies a very long history beginning with the discovery of a

possible threat, the slow recognition- of a large number of variations of that threat and, lumbering
along a few months or a few years afterwards, a set of countermeasures to reduce or eliminate each
new weakness that has been revealed. I am going to devote several hours to this story, because
your exposure to this problem may be only peripheral in your other courses. because it has considerable impact on most of our cryptosystems, and because we view it as the most serious technical
security problem we currently face in the COMSEC world.
First, let me state the general nature of the problem as briefly as I can, then I will attempt
something of a chronology for you. In brief: any time a machine is used to process classified infor.
matron electrically, the various switches, contacts, relays. and other components in that machine
may emit radio frequency or acoustic energy. These emissions, like tiny radio broadcasts. mar
radiate through fm space for considerable distancesr-a half mile or more in some cases. Or they
may be induced on nearby conductors like signal lines. power lines, telephones lines, or water pipes
and be conducted along those paths for some distance-and hen we may be talking of a mile or
more.
When these emissions can be intercepted and recorded, it is frequently possible to analyze
them and recover the intelligence that was being processed by the source equipment. The phenomenon affects not only cipher machines but any information-processing equipment--teleprinters,
duplicating equipment. intercomms. facsinu'le, computers--You name it. But it has special signifi.
--5e#ff--
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-.xnce for cryptomachines because it. may reveal not only the plain text of individual messages
being processed, but also that carefully guarded information about the internal machine processes
being governed by those precious keys of ours. Thus, conceivably, the machine could be radiating
information which could lead to the reconstruction of our key lists--and that is absolutely the wont

E

thing that can happen to us.

W&

Now. let's go back to the beginning. During WWII, the backbone systems for Army and Navy
secure TTY communications were one-time tapes and the primitive rotor key generator then called
SIGTOT. Bell Telephone rented and sold the military a mixing device called a 131-B2 and this
combined with tape or SIGTOT key with plain text to effect encryption. They had one of these
'mixers working in one of their laboratories and, quite by accident, noted that each time. the machine
stepped, a spike would appear on an oscilloscope in a distant part of the lab. They examined these
spikes more carefully and found, to their real dismay, that they could read the plain test of the
message being enciphered by the machine. Bell Telephone was kind enough to give us some of their
records of those days, and the memoranda and reports of conferences that ensued after this discovery are fascinating. They bad sold the equipment to the military with the assurance that it was
secure, but it wasn't. The only thing they could do was to tell the Signal Corps about it, which they
did. There they met the charter members of a club of skeptics (AM flourishing!) which could not
believe that these tiny pips could, really be exploited under practical field conditions. They are
alleged to have said something like: "Don't you realize there's a rear on? We can't bring our cryptographic operations to a screeching halt based on a dubious and esoteric laboratory phenomenon. If
this is really dangerous, prove it:' The Bell engineers were placed in a building on Varick Street in
New York. Across the street and about 80 feet away was Signal Corps' Varick Street cryptocenter.

E=

The Engineers recorded signals for about an hour. Three or four hours later, they produced about
75% of the plain test that was being processed-a fast performance, by the way, that has rarely
' een equalled. (Although. to get ahead of the story for a moment. in some circumstances now-a`uays, either radiated or conducted signals can be picked up, amplified, and used to drive a teletypewriter directly thus printing out the compromising information in real time.)
The Signal Corps was more than somewhat shook at this display and directed Bell Labs to ex.

C:

plore this phenomenon in depth and provide modifications to the 131-B2 miser to suppress the
danger. In a matter of six months or so, Bell Labs had identified three separate phenomena and
three basic suppression measures that might be used. The first two phenomena were the space
radiated and conducted signals I have described to you; the third phenomenon was magnetic fields.

Maybe you remember from high school physics having to learn about left hand rule of thumb and
right hand rule of thumb. and it had to do with the fact that a magnetic field is created around a
wire every time current flows. Weil, a prime source of radiation in an old-fashioned miring device
is a bank of magnet-actuated relays that open and close to form the elements of teletypewriter
characters being processed. The magnetic fields s=ounding those magnets -expand and collapse

each time they operate, so a proper antenna (usually some kind of loop. I think) nearby can detect
each operation of each relay and thus recover the characters being processed. The bad thing about
magnetic fields is that they exist in various strengths for virtually all the circuitry roe use and are
extremely difficult to suppress. The good thing about them is that they "attenuate" or decay rapidly.
Even strong fields disappear in 30 feet or so, so they comprise a threat only in special circumstances

where a hostile intercept activity can get quite close to us.
The three basic supression measures Bell Labs suggested were:
1. Shielding (for radiation through space and magnetic fields),
2. ' Filtering (for conducted signals on power fines, signal lines, etc),
3. Masking (for either space radiated or conducted signals. but mostly for apace).

a

The trouble with these solutions, whether used singly or in combination, an stems from the
same thing: that is the fact that, quite typically, these compromising emanations may occur over.
eery large portion of the frequency spectrum, having been wen from near d.c. ail the way up to the

gigacycle range (and that's a lot of cycles). Furthermore. 5 copies of the same machine may each
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exhibit different ebaracteristica, radiating at different frequencies and with different amplitudes.
And even the same machine may change from day to day as humidity changes or as contacts be.
come pitted, ar ea other components age. This means that any shielding used moat farm an effective
barrier against a large variety of signals, and this proves difficult. Similarly, the filter has to be a
nearly perfect one and they become big, heavy, and expensive. Furthermore, on signal lines for

-

example, how do you get your legitimate cipher signal through without compromising signals

squeezing through with them?
Masking, which is the notion of deliberately creating a lot of ambient electrical noise to over-

ride, jam, smear out or otherwise hide the offending signals, bas its problems too, it's very difficult
to make a masking device which will consistently cover the whole spectrum, and the idea of deliberately generating relatively high amplitude interference does not sit too well with folks like IRAC

--

(The Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee) of the Office of Telecommunications (OTP) who
don't like~a
~~ng herring bons patterns in nearby TV pictures or interrupting legitimate
idea of
'Pals

Bell Labs went ahead and modified a miser, calling it the 131-A1. In it they used both shielding
and filtering techniques. Signal Corps took one look at it and turned thumbs down. The trouble was,
to. contain the offending signals, Bell had to virtually encapsulate the machine. Instead of a modi.
frcation kit that could be sent to the field, the machines would have to be sent back and rehabilitated. The encapsulation gave problems of heat dissipatim made maintenance extremely difficult,

`and hampered operations by limiting access to the various controls.

Instead of buying this monster, the Signal Corps people resorted to the only other solution they
could thinlt of. They went out and warned commanders of the problem advised them to control

a zone about 100 feet in diameter around their communications center to prevent covert interception, .
and let it go at that. And the cryptologic community as a whole let it go at that for the nest seven
years or so. The war ended; most of -the people involved went back to civilian life; the files were

_

retired, dispersed, and destroyed. The whole problem was plain forgotten. Then, in 1951. the problem was, for all practical purposes, rediscovered by CIA when they were toying with the same old
tai-B2 mixer. They reported having read plain test about a quarter mile down the signal line and

asked if we were interested. Of course, see were. Some power line and signal line filters were built
and immediately installed on these equipments and they did the job pretty well as far as conducted

_

signals were concerned. Space radiation continued unabated, however, and the first of many
"radiation" policies was issued in the form of a letter (AFSA Seriah 004404. Nov. 1953?) to all
SIGINT activities requiring them to either.

1. Control a zone 200 feet in all directions around their cryptocenters (the idea of preventing
interceptors from getting close enough to detectspace radiation easily), or

2. Operate at'least 10 TTY devices simultaneously (the idea of masking: putting out such a
profusion of signals that interception and analysis would be difficult), or
3. Get a waiver based on operational a P r a 1fity.

And the SIGINT community conformed as best it could; and general service communicators
adopted similar rules in some instances. The 200 feet figure, by the way, was quite arbitrary. It was
not based on any empirical evidence that beyond such distance interception was impractical.
Rather. it was the biggest security zone we believed the majority of stations could reasonably comply
with and we knew that, with instrumentation then available, succesafal exploitation at that range
was a darn sight more difficult than at closer distances and. in some environments not practical at
aIL
At the same time we were scurrying around trying to cape with the 131-B2 mixer. we thought it
would be prudent to examine every other cipher machine we had to see whether the same problem
existed. For, way back in the late 44's, Mr. Ryon Page and one of his people were walking past the
cryptoeeater at Arlington Hall and had heard tine rotor machines inside clunking away. He wondered
what the effect would be on the security of those systems if someone were able to determine which
rotors or how many rotors were stepping during a typical encryption process. In due course, some
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N.rssesaments were made on what the effect would be. The assessments concluded that it would be
bad, and they wen filed away for future reference. Now, it appeared that there might be a way for
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an interceptor to recover this kind of data. So, pain tskizWy, we began looking at our mMrtographia
inventory. Everything tented radiated and radiated rather prolifically. In examining the rotor
machine% it was noted the voltage an their power lines tended to fluctuate'se a function of the
numbers of rotors moving, and so a fourth phenomenon, called power line modulation, was &acovered through which it was possible to correlate tiny surges and drops in power with rotor motion
and certain other machine functions.
Progress in examining the machines and developing suppreaaion measures was very slow. In
those days. S2 did not have any people or facilities to work on this problem; no fancy radio receivers
or recording devices, no big screen rooms and other laboratory aids, and such things as we obtained
we begged from the SIGINT people at Ft. Meade. In due course, they got overloaded, and they could
no longer divert their SIGINT resources to our COMSEC problems. So R&D began to pick up a share
of the burden, and we began to build up a capability in S2 The Services wen called in, and a rudimentary joint program for investigative and corrective action got underway. The Navy, particularly,

brought considerable resources to bear on the problem.
By 1955, a number of possible techniques for suppressing the phenomena had been tried: filtering
techniques were refined somewhat; teletypewriter devices were modified so that all the relays oper.
ated at once so that only a single spike was produced with each character, instead of five smaller
spikes representing each baud-but the size of the spike changed with each character produced
and the analysts could still read it quickly. A "balanced" 10-wire system was tried which would
cause each radiated signal to appear identical, but to achieve and maintain such balance proved
impractical. Hydraulic techniques were tried to get away from electricity, but were abandoned as
too cumbersome; experiments were made with different types of batteries and motor generators
lick the power line problem--none too successfully. The business of discovering new TEMPEST
Threats. of refining techniques and instrumentation for detecting, recording. and analyzing these
signals progressed more swiftly than the art of suppressing them. With each crew trick reported to
the boners for extracting intelligence from cryptomachines and their ancillaries, the engineers and
analysts got the complaint. "Why don't you- guys atop going onward aid upward, and try going
downward and backward for a while--cure a few of the ills we already know about. instead of funding
endless new ones." I guess it's a characteristic of our business that the attack is more exciting than
the defense. There's something more glamorous, perhaps, about finding a way to read one of these

signals a thousand miles away than to go through the plain drudgery and hard work necessary to
suppress that whacking great spike first seen in 1943.
At any rate. when they turned over the next rock, they found the acoustical problem under it.
Phenomenon t`5. Of course, you will recall Mr. Page and his people speculating about it way back

in 1949 or so, but since the electromagnetic phenomena were so much more prevalent and seemed
to go so much farther, it was some years before we got around to a hard look at what sonic and ultrasonic emissions from mechanical and electromechanical machines might have in store.
We found that most acoustical emanations are difficult or impossible to exploit as soon as you
place your microphonic device outside of the room in which the source equipment is located: you
need a direct shot at the target machine; a piece of paper inserted between, say an offending keyboard, and the pickup device is usually enough to prevent sufficiently accurate recordings to permit
exploitation. Shotg= microphones--the kind used to pick up a quarterback's signals in a huddle-and large parabolic antennas are effective at hundreds of feet if, again. you can ace the equipment.

But in general, the acoustical threat is confined to those installations where the covert interceptor
has been able to get some kind of microphone in the same room with your information-processing
device--some kind of microphone like an ordinary telephone that has been bugged or left o$ the
hook. One interesting discovery was that, when the room is "soundproofed" with ordinary acoustical title, the job of exploitation is easier because the soundproofing cut: down reflected and reverber
sing .sound, and thus provides cleaner signal& A disturbing discovery was that ordinary microphones, probably planted for the purpose of picking up conversations in a cryptocenter, could detect
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this test was made by placing the machine a few feet from a gray phone handset at Ft. Meade and
making the recording in the laboratory at Nebraska Avenue from another handset. So that's really
a recording taken at a range of about 25 miles, and the signals were encrypted and decrypted in the.'

_

gray phone system, to boot.

--

The last but not least of the TEMPEST phenomena which concerns us is referred to 'as cipher
signal modulation or, more accurately, as cipher signal anomalies. An anomaly. as you may know,

_

is a peculiarity or variation from the expected norm. The theory is this: suppose, when a crypto-

i=

system is hooked to a radio transmitter for on-line operation, compromising radiation or conducted
signals get to the transmitter right along with the cipher text and. instead of just sending the cipher
text, the transmitter picks up the little compromising emissions as well and sends them out full
blast. They would then "hitchhike" on the cipher transmission, modulating the carrier, and would
theoretically travel as far as the cipher text does. Alternatively, suppose the compromising emana.
lions cause some tiny variations or irregularities in the cipher characters themselves, "modulate"
them, change their shape or timing or amplitude? Then, possibly, anyone intercepting the cipher
text (and anyone can) can examine the structmre of the cipher signals minutely (perhaps by displaying and photographing them on the face of an oscilloscope) and correlate these irregularities or
anomalies with the plain text that was being processed way back at the source of the transmission.
This process is called "fine structure analysis". Clearly, if this phenomenon proves to be at alt
prevalent in our system, its implications for COMSEC are profound. No longer are we talking about

- --
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signals which can, at best, be exploited at perhaps a mile or two away and, more likely, at a few
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hundred feet or less. No longer does the hostile interceptor have to engage in what is really an extremely difficult and often dangerous, business. i.e.. getting covertly established close to our
installations. working with equipment that must be fairly small and portable so that his receivers
are unlikely to be ultra-sensitive, and his recording devices far less than ideal. Rather, he may sit
home in a full-scale laboratory with the most sophisticated equipment he can assemble and. with
plenty of time and no danger carry out his attack. But. so far. we seem to be all right. For several
years, we have had SIGINT stations collecting samples of U.S. cipher transmissions containing
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possible anomalies and forwarding them here for detailed examination. We have no proven case of
4
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operational traffic jeopardized this way.

1

I believe we've talked enough about the difficulties we face.
In late 1966, the Navy Research Laboratory, which had been working on: the problem of suppressing compromising emanations for some years, came up with the first.-big breakthrough in a
suppression technique. The device they produced was called the NBL.=Beyer, and it was highly
successful. After being confronted with the abortoomings of shields and filters and maskers, they
said, "Can we find a way of eliminating these offending signals at.their source? Instead of trying to
bottle up, filter out, shield, mask, or encapsulate these signals, why not reduce their amplitudes so
much that they just can't go' very far in the flat place? Can: we make these critical components
operate at one or two volts instead of 611 or I2Q and use power measured in microamps instead of
mifliamps?" They could, and did. NSA quickly adopted this low-level keying technique and
immediately produced several hundred one-time tapir mixers using this circuitry, together with
some nominal shielding and filtering. The equipment was tested, and components that previously radiated signals which were theoretically exploitable at a half mile or so could no longer be
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detected at all beyond 20 feet. The next equipment built, the KW-26. and every subsequent crypto.
equipment produced by this Agency contained these circuits, and a great stride had been made.
But we weren't out of the woods yet: the communicators insisted that the reduced voltages
would rive reduced reliability in their equipments, and that whfla satisfactory operation could be
demonstrated in a simple setup with the c ypto-machine and its input-output devices located
close by, if the ancillaries were placed at some distance ("remoted" they call it), or if a multiplicity
of ancillaries had to be operated simultaneously from a single keyer, or if the low level signals had to
be patched through various switchboard arrangements, operation would be unsatisfactory. The
upshot was that in the KW-26 and a number of other NSA machines, an "option" wag provided-

so that either high-level radiating signals could be used or low-level keying adopted. In the end,
almost all of the installations were made without full suppression. Even the CRITICOM network.
the key intelligence reporting system over which NSA exercises the most technical and operational
control, was engineered without full-scale, low-level keying.

The next difficulty we found in the corrective action program was the great difference in cost

and efficiency between developing new relatively clean equipment by incorporating good suppression
features in the basic design, and in retrofitting the tens of thousands of equipments-particularly
the ancillaries such as teletypewriters-which wee do not build ourselves but, rather, acquire from
commercial sources. For, in addition to the need for low-level keyers, some shielding and filtering
is still normally required; d=ita have to be laid out very carefully with as much separation or
isolation as possible between those which process plain text and those which lead to the outside
world-this is the concept known as Red/Black separation, with the red circuits being those carrying
classified plain text, and the other circuits being black. Finally, grounding bad to be very carefully

arranged, with all the red circuits sharing a common ground and with that ground isolated from any
'there. To accomplish this task in an already established installation is extremely difficult and
astly, and TII talk about it in more detail later when I cover the basic plans, policies, standards.
and criteria which have now been adopted.
By 1958. we had enough knowledge of the problem. possible solutions in hand, and organi2ations embroiled to make it possible to develop some broad policies with respect to TEMPEST.
The MCEB (Military Communications Electronics Board) operating under the JCS, formulated
and adopted such policy-called a Joint policy because all the Services subscribed to it. It established some important points:

1. As an objective, the Military would not use equipment to process classified information if ;t
radiated beyond the normal limits of physical control around a typical installation.
2. Fifty feet was established as the normal limit of control. The choice of this figure was some-

what arbitrary; but some figures had to be chosen since equipment designers needed to have some
upper limit of acceptable radiation to work against.
3. NAG-1, a document produced by S2, was accepted as the standard of measurement that
designers and testers were to use to determine whether the fifty-foot limit was met. This document
specifies the kinds of measurements to be made, the sensitivity of the measuring instruments to be
used, the specific procedures to be followed in making measurements, and the heart of the documeat sets forth a series of curves against which the equipment tester must compare his results: if
these curves are exceeded, radiated signals (or conducted signals. ate.) can be expected to be detect.
able beyond 60 feet, and added suppression is necessary.
4. The classification of various aspects of the TEMPEST problem was specified.
Documents lice these are important. It was more than an assembly of duck-billed platitudes;
it set the course that the Military would follow, and laid the groundwork for more detailed policies
which would eventually be adopted nationally. It had weaknesses, of course. It said nothing about
moray. for example; and the best intentions are meaningless without budgetary action to support
`.hem. And it set no time frame for accomplishing the objective. And it provided no priorities for
or factors to be used in determining which equipments, systems. and installations were to

be made to conform first.
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The next year, 1959, the policy was adopted by the Cansdiatts and UK, and thus became a
Combined policy. This gave it a little more status, and assured that there would be a consistent
planning in systems used for Combined communications. In that same year, the first National
COMSEC Plan was written. In it, there was a section dealing with compromising emanations. This
document was the first attempt to establish some specific responsibilities among various agencies of
Coverament with respect to TEMPEST, and to lay out an orderly program of investigative and
corrective action. Based on their capabilities and interest, six organizations wen identified to carry
out the bulk of the work. These were ourselves, Navy, Army, Air Force, CIA, and State. The plan
also called for some central coordinating body to help manage the overall effort. It was also in this
plan that, for the first time, there wars really explicit statements made indicating that-the TEMPEST problem was not confined to communications security equipment and its ancillaries, that it
extended to any equipment used to process classified information, including computers.
And so, it was in about this time frame that the word began to leak out to people outside the
COMSEC and SIG= fields, to other agencies of government, and to the manufacturing world.
You may remember from your briefings on the overall organization of this Agency, that there is
something called the U.S. Communications Security Board, and that very broad policy direction
for all COMSEC matters in the government stems fray the Board. It consists of a chairman from
the Dept. of Defense through whom the Director, NSA reports to the Secretary of Defense. and
members from NSA, Army, Navy, Air Force, State, CIA, FBI, AEC, Treasury and Transportation.
This Board meets irregularly, it does its business mainly by circulating proposed policy papers
among its members and having them vote for adoption. The USCSB mat in 1969 to contemplate
this TEMPEST problem, and established its first and only permanent committee to cope with it.
This committee is referred to as SCOCE (Special Committee on Compromising Emanations) and
has, to date, always been chaired by a member of the S Organization.
The ink was hardly dry on the committee's charter before it got up to its ears in difficulty. The
counterpart of USCSB in the intelligence world is called USIB-the U.S. Intelligence Board. Unlike
USCSB, it meets regularly and has a structure of permanent committees to work on various aspects
of their business. One part of their business, of course, consists of the rapid processing, by computer
techniques, of a great deal of intelligence. and they had been contemplating the adoption of some
standardised input-output devices of winch the archetype is an automatic electric typewriter
called Flezowriter which can type, punch tapes or cards, and produce page copy, and which is a
very strong radiator. In a rare action, the Intelligence Board appealed to the COMSEC Board for
policy direction regarding the use of these devices and, of course. this was immediately turned over
to the fledgling Special Committee. The committee arranged to have some Flezowriten and similar
equipments tested. They were found, as a class, to be the strongest emitters of space radiation of

any equipment in wide use for the processing of classified information. While, as I have mentioned,
typical unsuppressed teletypewriters and misers are ordinarily quite difficult to exploit much beyond 200 feet through free space. actual field tests to Flezowriters showed them to be readable as far
out as 3,200 feet and, typically, at more than 1000 feet, even when they wen operated in a very
noisy electrical environment.
One such test was conducted at the Naval Security Station. (By the way, in case I haven't
mentioned this already. the S Organization was located at the Naval Security Station, Washington
D.C. until May 19M when we moved here to Ft. Meade.) Mobile test equipment had been acquired,
including a roiling laboratory which we refer to as "the Van". In S3, a device called Justowriter was
being used to set up maintenance manuals. Our van started out dose to the building and gathered
in a great potpourri of signals emitting from the tape factory and the dozens of the machines operat` ing in 93. As they moved out, most of the signals began to fade. But not the Justowriter. By the
time they got out to the gas station on the far side of the parking lot--thsss about 600 feet--most of
the other signals had disappeared, but they could still read the Justawriter. They estimated that
the sigaala wen strong enough to have continued out as far as American University grounds three
blocks away. (The solution in this cane. was to install a shielded enclosure--a subject I will cover
subsequently.)
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In any event, the Committee submitted a series of recommendations to the USCSB which
subsequently became known as the Flezowriter PbUV.. The Board adopted it and it upset everybody. Dare's why: as the first point, the Committee recommended that the existing Flexowriters
not'he used to process classified information at all in any overseas environment; that it be limited
to the processing of CONMENTIAL information in the United States. and then only if a 4004oot
security zone could be maintained around it. Exceptions could be made if the equipment could be
placed in an approved shielded enclosure, or as usual. if waivers based on operational necessity were
granted by the heads of the departments and agencies concerned.
The Committee also recommended that both a "quick-fix" program and a long-range, corrective

action program be carried out. It was recommended that the Navy be made Faecutive Agent to
develop a new equipment which would meet the standards of NAG-1 and, grudgingly, DDR&E
gave Navy some finds (about a quarter of what they asked for) to carry out that development.
Meanwhile, manufacturers were coaxed to develop some interim suppression measures for their
product lines, and the Committee published two lists: me containing equipments which wexe for.
bidden, the other specifying acceptable interim devices. This policy is still in force; but most users
have bees. unable to afford the fixes, and have chasers to cease operations altogether, e.g., CIA, a
to operate under waivers on a calculated risk basis, e.g, most SIGINT sites.
While the Committee was still reeling from the repercussions and recriminations for having
sponsored an onerous and impractical policy which made it more difficult for operational people to
do their job, it grasped an even thornier nettle. It undertook to take the old toothless Joint and

Combined policies and convert them into a strong National policy which:
1. Would be binding on all departments and agencies of government. not just the military.
2. Would establish NAG-1 as a standard of acceptance for future government procurement of
hardware (NAG-1. by the way, was converted to Fedtmi Standard. (FS-222) to facilitate its wide
'istribution and use.)
3. Would establish a deadline for eliminating unsuppressed equipment from government in.
ventories.

By now the governmental effort had changed from a haphazard. halting set of uncoordinated
activities mainly aimed at cryptologic problems, to a multi-million dollar program aimed at the

full range of information-processing equipment we use. Symposia bad been held in Industrial
forums to educate manufacturers about the nature of the problem and the Government's inten.
tions to correct it. Work had been parcelled out to different agencies according to their arena of

prime interest and competence; the SIGINT community had become interested in possibilities
for gathering intelligence through TEMPEST exploitation. It. nonetheless, took the Committee
two full years to complete the new National policy and coordinate it with some 22 different agencies.

Before it could have any real effect it had to be implemented. The implementing directive-52Q0.19-was signed by Secretary McNamara in December. 1964. Bureaucracy is wonderful. Before its specific
provisions could be carried out, the various departments and agencies bad to implement the im-

plementing directive within t}ieir own organizations. These implementing documents began dribbling in throughout 1965, and it is my sad duty to report that NSA's own implementation did not
take effect until June, IN6.

All this makes the picture seem more gloomy than it is. These implementing documents are,
in the final analysis, formalities. The fact of the matter is that most organizations, our own included,
have been carrying out the intent of these policies to the best of our technical and budgetary abilities
for some years.

While all this was going on in the policy field, much was happening in the technical area. First,
let me cover the matter of shielded enclosures. To do so, I have to go bads: to about 19W when the
National Security Council got aroused over the irritating fact that various counter-intelligence
people, particularly in the Departm-ut of State, kept stumbling across hidden microphones in
-beir residences and offices overseas. They created a Technical SurvedIance Countermeasur s
ommittee under the Chairmanship of State and with the Services. FBA CIA. and NSA slap'
represented. This group was charged with finding out all they could about these listening devices,
9 6 _Swau =--
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and developing a program to counter them. In the space of a few yews, they assembled information
showing that nearly 500 miembones had beea-discovered in U.S. installatic=.--alt of them overseas,
90% of thew behind thi
They examined a large number :of possible countermeasures,
including special probes an
techniques- electronic devices to locate microphones buried
in walls, and what-have-you. Each June, in their report to the NSC they would dutifully confess
that the state-af-the-art of biding surveillance devices exc"&d--*our ability to find them. About the
only way to be sure
"clean" would be tatalie it°apart:iaeh-by-iaels wlrich.w6..oouldn't_..............
afford, and which might prove fmitless anyhow, since hoost-country labor had to be used to put,.it»
back together again. (Incidentally. years later, we begeh to:fhink we had darned well __W_ W~`•ebl6
to afford something close to it, for we found things that had been updetected. *:d6i6 previouus inspections.)
The notion of building n complete aonmd
f,pectubla room-within-a-room evolved to
provide a secure conference area f
lu~d. intelligence personnel. During these years,
NSA's mars interest ra
' and input
t .to.
lied to do with the sanctityof cryptocentera in.-`

;:
--~

these vulnerable overseas. installations, an$ we campaigned fcr rooms that would be not only

sound-proof hurt.. pro...o against compromising electromagnetic emanations as well
developed a donference room made of plastic which was dubbed the "$ah-bow'r''andsomeof '
seraare in use behind the
CIA: made the first enclosure which was both.- "soundprnor and electrically shier Tbi enclosure went over Hie-and apparently weighed about as
much as--& lead balloon. It was nicknamed the "Meat Locket" and the consensus was'that nobody
would consent to work in such a steel box, `that they needed windows and drapet' or they'd get
claustrophobia or something. Ironically. though, it turned out that some of the:-people who were
against this technique for aesthetic reasons spent their days; in sub-sub basemen[ areas with cinder- '

block walls and no windows within 50 yards.
The really attractive thing about the enclosures. from the security point of view, was the fact
that they provided not only the best means, but the only rgeans we had come across to provide really
complete ''F.MPEST protection in those environments v There a large-scale intercept effort could be
mounted at close range. So. despite aesthetic problems; and weight; and cost, and maintenance,
and enormous difficulties in installlition, we campaigaedivery strongly for their use in what we called
"critical" locations, with
t the top of the list.

So again, in the matter o tandards, NSA took the Iesd ' publishing two specifications (65-5
and 65-6) one describing "fully" shielded enclosures' with,.--6th RF and acoustic protection; the
other describing a cheaper enclosym
no "=Upt;an only. And by threats, pleas, "proofs,.

and persuasion, we convinced th
ful of these expensive, unwieldy tOM

rooms

'CIA. and the Services, to procure a hand-

ation in their most vulne
One of the first, thank goodness, went in
in fact, two of them- one for the
code room as they call it, and one for
UWW&zter used by the
higheat level of government required us to produce damage reports on a mrcrop one d4 there,
we were able with straight faces and good conscience to report that, in our best judgment, cryptographic operations were immune from exploitationthe fully shielded enclosures-were in place,
But acne of us was claiming that this suppression measure was suitable for any wide-scale
application-it's just too cramped, inflexible, and expensive. We have managed to have them
installed not only in overseas installations where we are physically exposed but also in a few locae information being processed is of uauanal sensitivity. Thus, the
them to-house cosial5utass'Arid theiriiiM nes
- a- nexprvoinme or!fCquired-more-than-50of
cmd mats must be processed; we have one here in S3 to protect most
of our key and code generation equipment-a $134.000 investment, by the way-which you may
see when you tour our production facilities. The Navy has one of comparable size at the Naval Security Station for its computers. (But they have the door open most of the time.) At Operations

Building No. 1, on the other hand, we don't ban one--instead, we use careful environmental
controls, inspecting the whole area around the Operations Building periodically, and using mobile
equipment to examine the actual radiation. detectable in the area.
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a. In about 1962, two more related aspects of the TEMPEST problem began to be fully recognized.
Fast, there was the growing recognition of the inadequacies of suppression effort which were being
made piece-meal, one equipment at a time, without relating that equipment to the complex of
ancillaries and wiring in which it might work. We called this the "system" problem. We needed a
way to test, evaluate, and suppress overall secure communications complexes, because radiation
and conduction difficulties stem not only from the inherent characteristics of individual pieces of
machinery but also from the way they are connected to other machines-the proximity and conductivity and grounding arrangements of all the associated wiring often determined whether a
system as a whole was safe. And so, one of the first systems that we tried to evaluate in this way was
the COMLOGNET system -of the Army. 't'his system, using the KG-13, was intended principally
for handling logistics data and involved a number of switches, and data transceivers, and infornmation storage units, and control consoles. Using the sharpest COMSEC teeth we have, our authority
for reviewing and approuing cryptoprinciples, and their associated rules, regulations, and procedures

of use, we insisted that the system as a whole be made safe from the TEMPEST point of view before
we would authorize traffic of all classifications to be processed. This brought enough pressure to
bear on the system designers for them to' set up a prototype complex at Ft. Monmouth and test the

0

whole thing on the spot. They found and corrected a number of weaknesses before the "system"

approval was given. A second means we have adopted, in the case of smaller systems, like a KW-7
being used with a teletypewriter and a transmitter distributor, is to pick a relatively small number
of most likely configurations to be used and test each as a package. We clean up these basic packages
as much as is needed and then approve them. If a user wants to use some less common arrangement
of ancillaries, he must fast test it. So, in the case of KW-7, we took the three most common tele-

printers-the MOD-28 line of Teletype Corporation, the Kleinschmidt (an Army favorite), and the
MITE teleprinter; authorized the use of any of these three combinations and provided the specific

C staIIation instructions necessary to assure that they would be radiation-free when used. We did
the same thing with the little KY-8, this time listing "approved" radio sets with which it could be
safely used.
Adequate systems testing for the larger complexes continues to be a problem-one with which
S4, S2, DCA, and the Special Committee are ail occupied.
The second and related problem that reared its head in about 1962 is the matter of RED/BLACK
separation that I mentioned. Over the years, it had become increasingly evident that rather specific
and detailed standards, materials, and procedures had to be used in laying out or modifying an
installation if TEMPEST problems were to be avoided, and the larger the installation, the more
difficult proper installation became-with switching centers perhaps the most difficult case of ail.
For some years, NSA has been making a really hard effort to get other organizations to display
initiative and commit resources to the TEMPEST problem. We simply could not do it all ourselves.
So we wen pleased to cooperate with DCA when it decided to tackle the question of installation
standards and criteria for the Defense Communications System (DCS). It was needed for all three
Services; the Servicm in fact, actually operate DCS. Virtually every strategic Department of Defense circuit is involved--more than 50,000 in all. DCA felt that this system would clearly be
unmanageable unless the Services could standardize some of their equipment, communications
procedures, signalling techniques, and the like. General Starbird, who directed DCA, was also con.
vinced that TEMPEST is a serious problem, and desired the Services to use a common approach

in DCS installations with respect to that problem. Thus, DCA began to write a very large installa.
tion standard comprising a number of volumes, and laying out in great detail how various circuits

and equipments were to be installed. NSA personnel assisted in the technical inputs to this docu.

ment called DCA Circular 175-6A. A Joint Study Group was formed under DCA chairmanship to
coordinate the installation problem as well as a number of other TEMPEST tasks affecting the

Defense Communications System and the National Communications System (NCS) which inter.

unects strategic civil organizations along with the Defense Department. In developing the instal.'

standards, the study group and DCA took a rather hard line, and specified tough requirements
for isolating all the RED circuits, equipments, and areas from the BLACK ones, i.e., assuring
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physical and electrical separation between those circuits carrying classified information in the clear,
and those carrying only unclassified information (like cipher signals, control- signals, power. and
ordinary telephone Linea). In addition to shielding and filtering. this called for the use of conduits
and often, in existing installations, drastic rearrangement of all the equipment and wiring was
involved.
You will remember that the Department of Defense had directed that extensive TEMPEST
corrective action be taken. I said that the Directive specified NAG-1 (FS-222) as a standard of acceptance for new equipment. It also mentioned a number of other documents as being applicable,
and.particularly, this very same DCA arcuiar I've juctbeen describing.
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As this whole program gathered steam, the monetary implications began to look staggering; the
capability of the government accomplishing alt the corrective action implied in a reasonable time

seemed doubtful: furthermore, we were beginning to see that there were subtle inter-relationships
between different Dods of countermeasurea, and that some of these countermeasures, in particular
situations, might be quite superfluous when some of the other countermeasures were rigidly applied.:
Remember, by now we had been telling people to shield, to filter, to place things in conduit,- to
ground properly, to separate circuits, to use low-level keying, to provide security zones and some-=
times, to use shielded enclosures. It took us a while to realize some fairly obvious things, for
=-=
example, if you have done a very good job of suppressing space radiation, you may not need very
much filtering of the signal line because there's no signal to induce itself on it; or you may not
need to put that line in conduit for the same reason. If you have put a line in conduit, which is a
dnik'---=
of shielding, then perhaps you don't have to separate it very far from other lines because the
conduit itself has achieved the isolation you seek. And so forth. We had already realized that some
installations, inherently, have fewer TEMPEST problems than others. The interception of space
radiation from an equipment located in a missile silo or SAC's underground command canter does
.==not seem praeticable; so perhaps the expensive spas radiation suppressions ought not be applied
there. Similarly, the suppression measures necessary in an airborne platform ar in a ship at sea are
quite di&rent from those needed in a communications center in Germany.
The upshot was that, id 1965, NSA undertook to examine all the standards and techniques of
suppression that had been published, to relate them to one another, and to provide some guidelines
on how the security intent of the "national policy" and its implementing directives could be met

through a judicious and selective application of the various suppression measures as a function of
installation, environment, traffic sensitivity, and equipment being used. These guidelines were

published as NSA Circular 90-9 and have been extremely well received.
In December 1970, the U.S. TEMPEST community introduced new TEMPEST laboratory test
standards for non-cryptographic equipments. Test procedures for compromising :.coustical and
elect:omagnetic emanations were addressed in two separate documents. These laboratory test

standards were prepared by SCOCE and superseded FS-222. They were approved by the USCSB
and promulgated as Information Memoranda under the National COMSECIEMSEC Issuance
System. NACSEM 5100 is the Compromising Emanations Laboratory Test Standard for Electromagnetic Emanations and NACSEM 5103 is the Compromising Emanations Laboratory Test
Standard for t',4ustic Emanations. These documents are intended only to provide for standardized
testing procedures among U.S. Government Departments and Agencies. They were in no way intended to establish standardized TEMPEST suppression limits for all U.S. Government Departments and Agencies. Under the terms of the USCSB's National Policy on Compromising Emanations (USCSB 4-4), 'U.S. Government Departments and Agencies are responsible for establishing
their own TEMPEST programs to determine the degree of TEMPEST suppression which should be

i
-

applied to their information-proving equipments.

In January 1971, NSA published HAG-WAlTSEC, Compromising Emanations Standard for
Cryptographic Equipments. 'T'his standard represented our first effort to establish standardized
testing procedures and limits for controlling the level of compromising emanations from crypt*graphic equipments..
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DCA Circular 175-6A was superseded by DCA Circular 300-175-1 in 1969, which in-turn was
replaced by MIL HDBK 232 on 14 November 1972.
Before I summarize the TEMPEST situation and give you my personal conclusions about its
security implications, I should make it clear that there are a number of topics in this field which
comprise additional problems for us beyond those I've talked about at length. There are, for
example, about a half-dozen phenomena beyond the eight I described to you; but those eight were
the most important ones. I have hardly touched on the role of industry or on the program designed
to train manufacturers and mobilize their resources to work on the problem. I have mentioned onsite empirical testing of operating installations only in the case of Fort Meade-actually, each of

the Services has a modest capability for checking out specific installations and this "mobile test
program" is a valuable asset to our work in correcting existing difficulties. For example, the Air

Force, Navy, and ourselves have completed a joint survey of the whole signal environment of the
island of Guam. As you know, Bbl and many Navy operations stage there. As you may not know, a
Soviet SIGINT trawler has loitered just off-shore for many months. Are the Soviets simply gathering
plain language communications, or are they able to exploit compromising emanations?
Another problem area is the matter of providing guidelines for the design of complete new
government buildings in which they expect to use a good deal of equipment for processing classified

information. How do we anticipate the TEMPEST problems that may arise and stipulate economical means for reducing them in the design and layout of the building itself? We consult with the
architects for new federal office buildings, suggesting grounding systems and cable paths that will

minimize TEMPEST suppression cost when they decide to install equipment.
Finally, equipment designers face some specific technical difficulties when certain kinds of
circuits have to be used, or when the system must generate or handle pulses at a very high bit rate.
These difficulties stem from the fact that these pulses are characterized by very fast "rise-times".
-hey peak sharply, and are difficult to suppress. When this is coupled with the fact that on, say,
_a typical printed circuit board, there just isn't room to get this physical separation between lots of
wires and components that ought to be isolated from one another. then mutual shielding or electrical "de-coupling" is very difficult. R&D has published various design guides to help minimize these
problems, but they continue to add cost and time to our developments. With crypto-equipment,
problems can be particularly acute because, almost by definition, any cryptomachine forms an
interface between RED (classified) signals, and BLACK (unclassified) ones, for you deliver plain
text to it, and send cipher text out of it--so the notion of RED/BLACK signal separation gets hazy
in the crucial machinery where one type of signal is actually converted to the other.
SUMMARY
We have discussed eight separate phenomena and a host of associated problems. We have
identified a number of countermeasures now being applied, the main ones being the use of low-level
keying, shielding, filtering, grounding, isolation, and physical protective measures. We have traced a
program over a period of more than 20 years, with almost all the advances having been made in the
last decade, and a coherent national program having emerged only in the past few years. My own
estimate of the overall situation is as follows.
1: We should be neither panicked nor complacent about the problem.
2. Such evidence as we have been able to assemble suggests that a few of our installations,
but very few of them, are probably under attack right now. Our own experience in recovering actual
intelligence from U.S. installations under field conditions suggests that hostile success, if any, is
fragmentary. achieved at great cost and--in most environments-with considerable risk.
3. There remain a number of more economical ways for hostile SIGIINT to recover intelligence

from U.S. communications entities. These include physical recovery of key, subversion, and
interception and analysis of large volumes of information transmitted in the clear. But during the
,,ext five years or so, as our COMSEC program makes greater and greater inroads on these other

:aknesses, and especially as we reduce the amount of useful plain language available to hostile
SIGINT, it is logical to assume that that hostile effort will be driven to other means for acquiring
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